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it proved for the first time ( 1 ), not only that the site in question is indeed 

Lhe famous Serapeum-of which Ammianus Marcellinus, Reg. Gest., XXII, 

16' 1 2' said that "nothing in the world is considered more sumptuous 
than iL except the Capitol, which is Lhe eternal pride of Lhe august city 

of Rome."- but (2), that it was the above mentioned ruler who construct

ed it and (3), that the Ptolemaic Temple and Sacred Enclosure for 

Serapis were built simultaneously. The plaques were unearthed in 

the presence of H. E. the Director General of the Municipality, 
Ahmed Kamel Pasha. 

1903; p. 25i. It is a great pity that 
the evidence afforded by archaic-looking 
Greek masons ' marks recently found on 
certain limestone blocks in the Pto

lemaic Serapeum (see SECTION VI below) 

is not clear enough, at least in the light 

of our present knowledge, fo justify an 
assertion that such blocks originally 
came from a local Greek building older 
than the time of Ptolemy III. Tacitus 

implies that the new temple to Serapis 

was built after Ptolemy I brought to 
Alexandria from Sinope the statue of 
Pluto. Also, Plut;:irch refers to the 
transport of the statue from Sinope and 

states that on arrival at Alexandria it 
was identified with Serapis which was 

the name the Egyptians gave to Pluto 

(cf. fig. 8). Possibly Ptolemy I act11-ally 
did bring the statue from Sinope and 
put it in an already existing small 
sanctuary of Serapis and Isis at Rha

cotis, where later his grandson, Pto

lemy III, constructed a magnificent 

temple to celebrate both the greatness 
of Serapis and the splendour of Alexan
dria. TzETZEs, xnth cent. A. D., says 

that Ptolemy II founded the "Daughter 
Library" in the Serapeum, but he may 

well have confused him with Ptolemy III. 
It seems that J. G. FRAZER, Adonis, Attis, 
Osiris, II, 1919, p. 118, note 2, hits 
the nail fairly on the head when after 
stating that the oldest sanctuary of 

Serapis was at Memphis (PAUSANIAS, I, 
1 8, Li) adds that although in after 
years the introduction of the worship 
was attributed to the Ptolemy (I or II) 

who imported the statue from Sinope, 
''all that the politic Macedonian monarch 
appears to have done was to assimilate the 
Egyptian Osiris to. the Greek Pluto, and 

so to set up a god whom the Egyptians 
and Greeks could unite in worship
ping". Cf. further the el-Mahmudiya 
Canal inscription (mentioned in SEc

TION IV· of this article) Stating that 

Archagathus and his wife had dedicated 
for Ptolemy II a Sacred Enclosure-site 
unknown-to Serapis and Isis. There 

is at present no positive archaeological 
evidence to support the above state

ments of Arrian, Aphthonius, Malalas, 
Plutarch and Tzetzes; compare, how
ever, the observations on the date of 

the Serapeum great niche in SECTION VI 
of this article. [Cf. also CYR1LLI, Ale

xandrirePatriarchro, Opera, t. VI. Contra 

/ 
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Another similar sel of Len plaques of Ptolemy III was found in Lhe 

south-west angle of Lhe older parl of the site on the 3 1 st December, 194 4 , 

and was removed in the presence of H. E. the Acting Director Gene~al of 

the Municipality, Amin Khairat el-Ghandour Bey. 

Our researches during the last year or so have shown clearly for the 

firsl time that there were two Sacred Enclosures in the Serapeum, the one 

(rectangular) dating from Lhe Ptolemaic era and the other ( ~lso rectang
ular-Cf. SurrLEMENT No. I) ·dating from the Roman per10d (t l. See 

Pl. XVJI, also the coin representations of a t!'lmple within the Serapeum 

(AnnENDA,-No. 6). Tl~e older Enclosure consisted of outer walls and_ inner 

parallel colonnades (2J, the foundations for all of which ''ere sunk Ill the 

Julian um, p. 13; CLEMENS ALEXANDRINus, 

t. I, .P. 4 2, edit. Potter ; and M.1.cROB., 
Saturnal. (PRIDEAUX 's Connect., vol. II, 
p. 1 2, edit. fol. ) . All these autho

rities- quoted in J. WHITE, Aegyptiaca, 
18 o 1, pp. 5 4 ff.- refer to the bringing 
of the statue from Sinope and to the 

supposed building of the Serapeurn 

under Ptolemy II. Cf. further, R. S. 
PooLE, Catalogue of the Goins of Alex
andria, etc., 1892, pp. Lxf.] Anyhow, 
the fact that it was Ptolerny HI who 
constructed the great Serapeum is par

ticularly interesting because it is in a 

papyrus dating from the reign of this 
ruler (actually 2 4 3 B. C.) that we meet 
the first known mention of Parmenion, 
popularly called Parmeniscos, the fa
mous architect who built a Serapeum 

supposed by some to be the great 
Alexandrian one. See C. C. EnGAR, 

Zenon Papyri (in Cat. Gen. du Musee du 
Caire), III, 1928, p. 89. It is by the 
way instructive to note that under Pto

lemy III is first found the ''Royal Oath'' 

- an oath by the kings, "by Serapis 

and Isis and all other gods and god-

desses". For further details on the 

Serapeum the reader is referred to 
A. CALDERIN!, Dizionario dei Nomi Geogra
fici e Topografici dell' Egitto Greco-Romano, 
Cairo, 1935, pp. 140 ff.; and F. 
GuMONT, Les Religions Orientales dans le 
Paganisme Romain, 1929, pp. 69 ff. 

Pl It is not absolutely clear from 

Strabo's language (xvii. I § 1 o) that the 
Alexandria Serapeum was rather neglec

ted in his time as were obviously some 
of the older shrines which he mentions. 

In fact, by mentioning the Serapeum 
specially and by separating it from the 
old shrines he may indeed mean that 

the Serapeum was still frequented in 

contrast to the shrines partly neglected. 
(' l The three columns of grey granite 

(two complete and one broken) on the 
far side of the atrium of the under

ground passages a little west of Dioc
letian 's column, perhaps belonged to 
the Roman colonnade. The columns 

vary between 7.1om. to 7.15m. in 
height, and have a maximum diameter 

at the base of 1. o6m. (The standing 

column is not in its original position). 

1 . 
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Fig. 1. - Plan and Section showing ten foundation 
deposits in situ ( discovere~ !!7-8-19/13 ). S. -E. angle of Alexandria Serapeum of Ptolemy Ill. 
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rock. It was actually in a hole in the rock below the junction of the east 
and south outer walls that the first set of plaques was discovered; the 
second set came from a similar position under the outer walls at the 
south-west angle. See fig. 1; Pls. I, VII, IX, X and XL The holes 
themselves were filled with sand after the plaques had been laid at the 
bottom and then covered over with limestone foundation blocks which 
were later removed by unknown persons who little realized that there was 
anything of value just below them: 

Among the other important or intel'esting finds recently made by the 
Graeco-Roman Museum is the discovery of the long sought for value of 
the hieroglyph ~ which~ at least in the Ptolemaic era, is now seen to 
hav'e had the value of r{1wy ( cf. SECTION VI below, and Fig. 1 o ). 

11.-DESCRIPTIONS OF PLAQUES FHOM S.-E. ANGLE (PL. 11). 

Before going on lo describe the inscriptions on the plaques l first of 
all give a detailed description of the objects themselves : 

No. MATERIAL. LENGTll. WIDTH. 
THICK
NESS. 

MUSEUM 
REG. NO, 

DETAILS OF INSCRIPTIONS 
(ALI, ON ONE SIDE UNLESS INDIC• 

ATKD TO CO!<TRARY-). 

cm. cm. 

Gold P>. 17.3 5.g 

11> Weight is li8 grammes. The silver and 
bronze plaques ( Nos. 2, 3) were cleaned' by 
Zaki Effendi lskander, Chemist of the Egyptian 
Museum, Cairo; he also solidified the mud plaque 
(No. Ii). With regard,to the plaster originally 
covering the silver and bronze plaques Zaki 
Effendi informs me that the plaster on the first 
plaque is of gypsum composed ofcalcium sulphate 
and contains, as impurities, small quantities of 

cm. 

0,0() P. 8357 Gi·eek text :- 3 horizontal 
lines; letters consist of 
punched dots made wilh 
pointed inslrumen l on the 
front of the plaque. lliero. 
text (parts missing) : - 3 
vertical lines; painted in 
black ink to left of Greek 
text. Fig. !l. 

calcium car bona le, sodium chloride, aluminium 
and iron oxides, quartz sand and magnesium 
car bona le. The plaster on the othet plaque is 
likewise of gypsum composed mostly of calcium 
sulphate and contains, as impurities, very little 
quantities of calcium carbonate, aluminium and 
iron oxides, magnesium carbonate, quartz ~and 
and sodium chloride. (There was 110 plaster 
on any of the plaqttes in the second set). 



DESCRIPTIONS OF PLAQUES (contd. ). 

No. MATERIAL. 

2 Silver. 

3 Bronze. 

4 Nile(?) mud. 

5 Opaque glass; 
green. 

6 Opaque glass; 
brown, vio
let, etc. 

7 Opaque glass; 
faded green. 

8 Opaque glass; 
green. 

g Opaque glass; 
green. 

1 o (l l F aience (?) ; 
faded green. 

LENGTH. 

17.5 

16.0 

6.3 

6.3 

6.g 

WIDTH. 

5.8 

5.g 

5.o 

5.8 

5.g 

5.5 

Height. 
5.7 

Height. 
5.7 
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. 

THICK
NESS. 

MUSEUM 
REG. NO. 

DETAILS OF INSCRIPTIONS 
(ALL ON ONE SlllE UNLESS INDIC

ATED TO CONTRARY ) . 

0.2 P. 8365 G1·eelc text:- delai.ls similar 
lo those of No. 1. Hiero. 
text to _left (obviously in 
black rnk) : - vanished. 
Plaqne originallv coaled 
with while plasl~r. 

o.3 P. 836l1 do. do. do. 
:i .7 fJ. 8 ~66 No t f l l b ., races o . ex s, ut per-

haps had ~1gns once slam p
ed or pamted on it. 

o.6 

o.8 

o.6 

o.G 

P. 8358 Grnelc te.t:t :- 3 horizontal 
lines. Hiero. text to left :-
3 vertical lines. Both in 
black ink, and almost fad
ed away. 

P. 8359 G1·eek ai~d hiero. texts (in 
black mk): - faded away. 

P. 8360 Greek text:- 3 vertical lines. 
IIiero. textlo left:- 3 vert
ical lines. Both in black 
ink and almostfadedaway. 

P. 836 1 Gre~k text (only on o_ne 
side):- 4 horizontal lines. 
f!iero. text (on opposite 
side) : - 3 vertical lines. 
Both in black ink. Fig. 3. 

P. 8362 do. do. do. 

1 ./1 P. 8363 Greelc text:- 2 lines on each 
of two long sides ('l. Hie
i·o. text : - 1 line on each 
of other two long sides C3l, 

<•l Box-like. - ('} The second J'n tl fi f h (al The fi t 1· t . I ' e on ie irsl o t e long sides ends with '' Arsinoe', -trs rne con ams l 1e royal names only. · ' · 

/ 
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' DESCRIPTIONS OF PLAQUES (concluded). 
Mr. Alfred Lucas, Honorary Chemist of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, has kindly 

sent me the following notes on the glass plaques : 
"P. 8358. The colour is now largely yellowish-green with light green patches 

and slight iridescence in places. What the original colour was cannot be deter-
mined. 

"P. 8 3 5 g. The colour is largely light green with one large patch of violet blue . 
What the original colour was cannot be determined. 

"P. 8 3 6 o. The colour ~s largely bluish white and light green, but there are 
numerous small areas of a beautiful iridescence-green, blue and violet. This 
iridescence, as also that on No. P. 8 3 5 8, is purely an optical effect produced by the 
breaking up of the white light as it is reflected from the numberless small colourless 
scales, that result from surface decomposition. 

"P. 8 3 6 1 and P. 8 3 6 2 . These two plaques are identical, the colour being 
largely green on the outside with red patches. A s~all fracture al one corner of P. 8361 shows a dark, opaque, sealing-wax-red colour. Both these plaques ori
ginally were entirely of this same dark, opaque red colour, the present green surface 
colouration being due to decomposition. This change in colour of ancient Egyptian 
glass from red to green is fairly common and is the result of chemical decomposition, 
the original red being due to red copper oxide, which under the influence of moisture 
and carbon ·dioxide becomes gradually converted into green copper carbonate" (ll. 

With regard to the ten plaques from the south-west angle (Reg. l\'os. 
P. 9 6 3 1 -9 li l1 o) these are about the same as regards mate1·ial, size, and 
inscriptions as the other set; but as they had not been cleaned at the 
time of writing this SECTION it was not possible lo give full details of them 
here. But cf. Pl. X. 

III.-INSCRIPTIONS ON THE SERAPEUM PLAQUES 
FROM THE S.-E. ANGLE. · 

1. The Hieroglyphic Texts. 

Details of the present condition and of the various ways 111 which the 
hieroglyphic texts are arranged are indicated in the section above on 

Pl Cf. A. LucAs, Gla&s Figures, in Annales du Service, XXXIX, pp. 227-235, 
also glass plaques mentioned in S1lct10N V below. 
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"Descriptions of Plaques". As regards Fig. 2 which gires a facsimile of 
the gold plaque, the hieroglyphic texts-actually nearly wom away on 

Fig. 2. - Facsimile of texts on gold foundation plaque from Alexandria Serapeum, 

discovered '7-8-1943 (Reg. No. P. 8357). Ptolemy lll. 

· the original-ha\'e hern Leen restored Ly me from other plaques in the 
series so that the reade1· may gain an idea of the appearance of the plaque 

-....-( 
• n 
:_l rt ~ 

r ,,, 
'--

~!D 
~ c.--
~ 

,,;:" 

....::L> 
q ~ , 

LJ r a_ ~t 
~ 1: "<'""" 

~1 ~ 

"'\1 .. , .............. 

Fig. 3. - Facsimile of the hieroglyphic text on 

opaque glass foundation plaques from Alexandria 

Serapeum, discovered ~ 7-8-1943 (Herr. Nos. 
P. 8361, 836~). Ptolemy IIT. 

before it was deposited . in 
the foundation hole. 

These texts, so far as they 
are visible, are the same in 
all cases, that is lo say, with 
the exception of those on 
plaques Nos. 8 and 9 (Fig. 3) 
where the scribe has written 
~for~:-
"'- "'-

± ~ (n n ~ ~ ~ :: + f J 
~(!Gl:=~H~ ~!~~) 
;::!.'.;; 118 - r:;i @/.-... 8 :1 
"'-I L-.tl'.l.,Jl~· 

"The king of the South and 
North, 'Heir of the Brother-gods , chosen of Amen, powerful is the life 
of R~'; the son of R~, •Ptolemy [III], living for evel', beloved of Ptal) '. 

He made the Temple and tlie Sacred Enclosure for ( 01" of) Serapis ". 

/ 
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The hieroglyphic texts on the second set resemble those on the first 

set. 
It seems clear from the Greek text, which was perhaps drawn up first, 

that we are correct in translating ~ by «Temple » nnd rn hy ''Sacred 

Enclosure". 
We know from the inscriptions on the two statues of the Ptolemaic 

priest j>. ! t~ Pa-shere-[ en-)ptal~ found in the area_ of "Pompey's 
Pillar" many years ago, and now in the Grneco-Homan Museum, that 

the full name of the Sernpeum of A lexnndria was [ C(l] ~ ~ l ~ 1: "The 
Temple of Serapis of Rhacotis" (t l. 

Jn passing, it may he mentioned that Pa-shere-e11-ptal1 held priestly 
offices both at AlexanJria and at Memphis-, which reminds us that a 

certnin Pa-shere-en-ptal) mentioned on a hi~roglyph:ic stein in the British 
Museum had also associntions with these two cities, for at Alernndria he 
crowned Ptolemy XI and at Memphis performed the office of high priest (2l. 

•'I betook me", he says, ''to the residence of the kings of lhe lonians 

(i. e., the Ptolemies) which is on the shore of the Great Sea lo the 11 ~st 

of Rhacotis (sl. The King of the South and North ... was crowned m 
his royal palace. He proceeded to the Temple of Isis, the Lady of 

~~: Iat-wedjat(4l". 

Whether or not the priests named on the two statues and on the 
British Museum slela are one and the same person is not certain (5l, hut 
it is evident, I think, from his titles that even if the Pa-shere-en-p1 al) 
of the statues of the Graeco-Roman Mus~um were not the actual priest 

' 1l Cf. E. BRECCIA, in Annales du Ser
vice, VIII, pp. 64 ff.; H. GAUTHIER, 
Diet. des Noms Geographiques, II, p. 71 ; 
Alan RowE, in Bull. de la Soc. Royale 
d'Arch. d'Alex., XXXV, pp. 3, /.i. 

<~l See E. BEVAN, A Histoi·y of Egypt 
undel' the Ptolemaic Dynasty, 1 9 2 7, 
pp. 346 ff. (reading XI for X in lines 
1 2 and 16); M. L. STRACK, Die Dynastie 
der Ptolemiier, 189 7, p. 163. 

<~l The statement· that the palace of 
Ptolemy XI was to the west of Rhacotis 

is interesting. 
<~l Cf. H. GAUTHIER, op. cit .. I, p. 2/.i. 

Could this temple have been the Iseum 
of the Alexandria Serapeum, Iat-wedjat 
(literally, ''The Place of the Eye'') being 
that part of it in which the lseum stood? 

<'l The father of the priest to whom 
the statues belonged was ~ ~ ~ 
Harmachis (the sou of~ r ':it An-em
~ter), while that of the priest named on 
the stela is not given (at least in any 
publication I can lay my hands on). 
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who crowned Ptolemy XI he al all events .belonged to the same family as 

the man who performed this important event, a prie1>Lly family some of 
whose members held the office of high priest of Memphis from the time 
of Ptolemy I until the days of Augustus'1l. 

2. The Greelc Texts. 

As in the case of the hieroglyphic texts details of the way in which the Greek 
texts are arranged are also given in the section'' Descriptions of Plaques". 
The visible texts on the plaques in both sets all conform to the following 
wording : 

BA!:I A. EY!:n TOA EM Al O!:nTOA. EM A I 0 y 

KAIAP!:INOH!:8EQNAAEM>QN . 
!:APAnEITONNAONKAITOTEMENO!: 

,,,- "King Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy and of Arsinoe, the Brother-gods, [dedi
cates] to Serapis the Temple and the Sacred Enclosure". 

The "Brother-gods" are of course Ptolemy II Philadelphus and his 
wife and sister Arsinoe. Thus the builder and dedicator is certainly 
Ptolemy III Euergetes. Professor Alan Wace draws my attention to the 
fact (which he is referring lo in a publication mentioned below) that the 

form of the dative !:APAnEJ used in the Greek appears to he employed 
nowhere else. _ Incidentally, there was discovered in 1895 at the Sera
peum a fragmentary inscription of Berenice, wife of Ptolerny III (2J. 

IV.-NEIGHBOURING ANALOGIES TO THE PLAQUES. 

Analogies to the plaques from ,the Serapeum are already known in the 
shape of: 

a) One plaque of gold and two of opaque glass(?)-made for Pto
lemy III-discovered in 18 18 A. D. "on (sic) a foundation stone" [of 
the Temple of Osiris] at Canopus (Abukir) (3l; and 

('l SeeE.BEVAN,op.cit.,pp.183,188 . 

''' Cf. G. BoTTI, in Bulletin de l' Ins
titut .h"gyptien, 189 8, p. 6 3, and 
E. BRECCIA, Iscrizioni Greche e Latine, 
1911, p. 7, No. 13. 

( 3J Cf. M. LETRONNE, Recueil des lnscrs. 
Grecques et Latines de l' Egypte, I, 
189 2, pp. 1 ff.; E. BREccu, Monuments 
de l' Egypte Greco-Romaine, I, 1 9 2 6, 
p. 52, pl. XVIII, 3. 

/ 
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b) Four plaques of gold , silver, bronze and opaque glass(?), respect-· 
ively-made for Ptolemy IV-found in 1855 A.D. in a cavity under one 
of the corner stones of a Ptolemaic building, do11btless a temple, unearth
ed in connection with the reconstruction of the old Bourse, Alexandria (tl . 

T!te Canopic Plaques. Only the whereabouts of the gold one is' now 

known. This is in the British Museum and hears (in Greek alone ) four 
horizontal lines of text, the letters of which consist of dots made with a 

P ,;--.. ( f ," ..... f .. ....... '; . .re: •i- 'Y' ... ".\C-'"i:t,i;., ... := 1"''~ .... ~~~ . ..f o \'-':..~ .. , ...... r ..... "'1 ... -.cJ. ... \t.._:_:. ,;'-.. -< );.:-. .... ( r:::/ .. ..,.r ... ~ /...':. .. : 
f)-" -.. .. <o ~ ,... f ' i ... ·~.~~. r ~·. '\ \ ..,.,, .'' ......-.. .. , ': '• { j """ ~'{ 

: 

/~-. y c, r..s: () ;· .. -<:"< E~ l'f.~c:';.·····} , ... ,r· .J .... , .. <..'.~). f )··-.r.~r .:': .. ·'-')~.~ t..,.::r-'!. .... ta.r.::.\ ... cr>·-~1 (::cA-. 

f.:, C f (~->1 f l :::.J .. ··( "(·~/:·· .. ,.,)..:~;, (:;; .... ~;·+ t-"C }<:,.!>·-.fr··· ·r J"-...l 'i-<;:P'~~~r ,...}' :.:, '(· . 

Fig. u. - Facsimile of text on gold foundalion plaque from Ca11opus 
( afler Letronne ). Ptolemy lll. 

pointed instrnment, but whether the dots are punched from the front or 
the hack of the plaque is unrecorded. Fig. 6 gives focsimile of the text 
taken from lVl. L1rrnoNNll, Recueil des lnscrs. Grecques et Latines de l'Egypte, 
Atlas, Pl. V (a) , a transcrip lioa of which is as follows : 

BctO"iAe~s ffroJ.eµct7os lhoAe(.tcdov xctl 

Aprnv6)]s 8e~v AJeJ.<pwv xctl {3ctG'lA10'0'ct 

Bepevlx>J ~ &Je;>._<p~ xctl yw~ ctUTOU 
\ I 6 I 

TO Te(.teVOS' (J'lpei 

"King Ptolemy [III], son of Ptolemy [II] and Arsinoe, the Brother-gods, 
and Queen Berenice, his sister and wife, [dedicate] the Sacred Enclosure 
lo Osiris " (2l. 

(t) The actual site is that of the Ccrcle 
Mohammed Ali and Cook's Office in the 
Rue Rosette, recently renamed Rue 
Fouad. The gold plaque is described 
by M. N. Too, in Jouma' of Egyptian 
Archaeology, XXVIII, pp. 53 ff. 

(' J Cf. also M. N. Too, op. cit., p. 55; 
H. GAUTHIER, Livi·e des Rois, IV, p. 257; 
W. D1TTENBERGER , Orientis Grreci lnscrip-
1iones Selectre, 1903, p.' 11&, No. 60; 
E. BEVAN, A History of Egypt under the 
Ptolemaic Dynasty, p. 2 1 6; H.B. WALTERS, 
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Tlte Bourse Plaques. Of these apparently only the gola one (actually 
a leaf of pure gold) now exists; it is in the possession of H. M. King 
Farouk I, Who has graciously allowed the photograph seen in Fig. 5 
to be published. This hears three lines of Greek and two lines of 
hieroglyphic texts arranged horiz.ontally, all the characters and signs 
consisting of dots made with a pointed instrument on the back of the 
plaque. Another photograph of the object is given by M. N. Tod , in 

Fig. 5. - Gold leaf foundation placrue of Ptolemy IV in collection of H.M. King Farouk I. 
Found in 1855 A. D. below corner of Ptolemaic building under the old Bourse, Alexandria. 

Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, XXVIH, Pl. VI, with a description on 
pp. 5 3 ff (ll. The texts are as follows, the Greek version being above 
the hieroglyphic one : 

~apd.mJos (")al Ia(1)Jos E>ewv ~wrtfpwv 
Kal {3aO"tAews Iho)..er..talou Kal (3a0"1)..f 171717s 
Apa-1vbns E>ewv <l>1:Ao7raTopwv 

"[The Sanctuary] of Serapis and Isis, the Saviour-gods, and of King 
Ptolemy [IV] and Queen Arsinoe, the Father-loving gods". 

Guide to the Dept. of Gi·eek and Roman Anti
quities (Bi·it. Mus.), 19 28, pp .108, 109. 
Incidentally, a Roman gold band, bearing 
the name Tiberios Claudios Artemi
doros, is published by W. M. F. P~TRrn, 
Naukratis, J, 1886, p. 4,3, pl. XXVII. 

Cl) Cf. also H. GAUTHIER, op. cit., IV, 
p. 271; E. BEVAN, op. cit., p. 241; 

Ponrnn and Moss, Topographical Biblio
graphy of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic 
Texts, ctc., IV, p. Li (plaque wrongly 
stated to be from the Arsinoeion). 

I 
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~1l~~l=i;f1rll=±~(~Gl!:~ Hf ~j;=-=) 
I=~ i ( t~:: ~) J J =-= (original runs from right). 

"It belongs to Serapis and Isis, the Saviour-gods, and to the King of 
the South and North, 'Ptolemy [IV], living for ever, beloved of Isis ', and 
Queen Arsinoe, the Father-loving gods" (t ). , 

The wording of the first of the two inscriptions on the Bourse gold 
plaque indicates that unlike the plaques from the Alexandria Serapeum 
and Can opus, where the dedications were made actually by the Ptolemies 

0themse1Yes, the plaque in question was given by a dedicator not belong
ing to the reigning house. Parallel dedications (some from Alexandria ) 
on behalf of the Ptolemies are cited by E. Bevan (2) and M. N. Tod (al. 

Also, a slab of marble (Museum Reg. No. P. 8597) recently found on .the 
south side of the el-Mal:unudiya Canal, opposite the Antonia dis Garden, 
hears an inscription recording that .Archagath us, epistates (4) of Libya, and 

Stratonice his wife, had dedicated for Ptolemy H a Sacred Enclosure to 

Serapis and Isis (s) . 

V.- PROVISIONAL LIST 

OF FOUNDATION DEPOSITS ELSEWHERE l5l. 

It. is important to note the following details which show that foundation 
deposits were more common in Egypt than in other countries. Thus it 

('l Hieroglyphic text after amended 
copy by B. Gunn in M. N. Tod's article. 

<'> E. BEVAN, op. cit., p. 241. 
- Pl In Joumal of Egyptian Archaeology, 

XXVIII, p. 55. 
C' l Cf. BevAN, op. cit., p. 1!13, where 

the epistates of a nome is said to have 
been a superintendent concerned with 
the administration of justice. 

C'l The inscription is being published 
by M. B. GRDSELOFF, in Annales du Ser
vice. The Sacred Enclosure to which it 
refers seems to have belonged to a 

small Serapeum outside Alexandria. 
(•l This list is by no means complete. 

For instance, there are other founda
tion deposits (plaques), some Plo
lemaic and Roman in date , as yet un
published in the fine collection of 
antiquities presented by H. M. the late 
King Fouad I to the Egyptian Museum. 
See also the foundation deposits of 
Amenophis IV at Sesebi (in Journal 
of Egyptian Archaeology, XXlV, pp. 1 3 o, 
153). Others have been found by 
Mr. 0. Myers at Armant. 
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would appear that the foundation plaques under the corner stones of the 

Ptolemaic Enclosure of the Alexandria Serapenm were placed there in 

accordance with Egyptian rather than Greek custom. This would mean 

apparently that the Alexandria Serapeum was regarded as -an Egyptian 

more than a Greek sanctuary. 

DYNASTl'. HULEll. 

TV. Senefern. 

XVIII. l:latshepsul. 

do. Tuthmosis IlJ. 

A.-EGYPT <1l. 

SITE. 

Meydum. 

Deir el-Bahri. 

BRIEF' DESCRIPTION 01' DEPOSIT. 

Valley temple. Pottery. W. M. F. 
PETRIE, Meydum and Memphis 

(111), 1910, pp. 2, 36, 
Pl. XXV. 

Below temple of the queen. Mo
dels of hoes with bronze blades 
bearing cartouche of ~alshep
sut. W. M. F. PETRIE, Nau

k1·atis, I, t 886, p. 32. Other 
deposits are published in the 
records of the Egyptian Expe
dition of the Metropolitan Mu
seum between the years 19 21 

lo 1927. 

North of Naqada. Pi ls in middle of N ubt (Lown of 

Seth) temple area. Alabaster 
vase, model shell, P.air of corn
grinders, model axe of thin 
copper (all inscribed with name 
of king); etc. W. M. F.' PE

TRIE, Naqadaand Ballas, 1896, 
p. 68, Pl. LXXIX. 

<'> For sake of convenience Professor Petrie's spe!Jing of site-names has been 
retained. 

/ 
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A.-EGYPT (contd.). 

DYNASTY. n:uLEH. S !TE. BRIEF DESCRIPTION Of DEPOSIT. 

XVllJ .CI) Tuthmosis IV. Memphis. Side of pond west of temple of 

XIX. Rameses II and prince 
Kha-em-wast. 

Ptal). Green glazed tablet. 
two alabaster hemi-discs and 
a pointed piece (all with king's 
name); models of implements 
and vases; etc. W. M. F. PE

TRIE, Memphis, I, 1909 , p. 8, 
Pls. XIX, XX, H!O. 

do. Under destroyed building of king 
now occupied by above men
tioned pond. Bluck of alabas
ter, laLlets of black granite and 

green glazed pottery, respect
ively (all with two royal names 
mentioned). W.M.F.PET11rn, 

op. cit., p. 8, Pl. XlX. 

XXVI. Psrmlhek I. Tell Defenneh. Under corners of fort (' • Kasr el-

<1> W. i\1. F. PETRIE, Naulwatis, I, p. 32, 

refers to a literary record of deposit by Ameno
phis Ill, X Vlllth Dyn., of a stone (showing cycle 
of the twelve TheLan deities) beneath a temple 
at Thebes. flubrics of the following Chapters 
or Spells of the Theban '•Book of the Dead'' 
state that No. LXIV [ long version J was discovered 
in the foundations of the shrine of the Henew
hoat (of the god Sokaris) in the time or" a king 
of the Ist Dynasty (No. CXXX was found in a 
temple at the same time); while Nos. XX XB 

Binl el-Yehudi" ). Plaques 
of gold, silver. lead, carnelian, 
green felspar, lapis lazuli, jas
per, " green glazed ware" 
(all with king's name), and 
copper; mud brick; etc. 
W. M. F. PETRIE, Nebesheh 

and Defenneh, 1888, pp. 511, 

55, Pls. XXII, \XIII. 

and LXI V [short V<'rsion], written upon a slab 
in the time of M ycerinus and placed under a 
statue of the god (Thoth) al Hermopolis Magna, 
were discovc.red later on by a son of Cheops. 
(No. CX XXV IIA was recovered by the same prince 
from ah idden chest in the Temple ofHermopolis). 

· Further, a rubric to another long version of 
No. LXIV states the Chapter was found in Her
mopolis upon a slab placed beneath the statue 
of the god (Thoth). Cf. E. A. W. BuoGE, The 
Book of the Dead, Translation Vols. I-Ill, 1909. 



A.-EGYP'r ( conlll. ). 

DYNASTY. 

XVXJ. 

do. 

Persian(?) or 
Ptolemaic (? ). 

RULER. 

Amasis II. 

(?) 

(?) 
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SITE. 

Tell Nebesheh. 

Gemaiyemi. 

B111Eb' DESCRIPTIO:i OF DEPOSIT. 

Inside corners of retaining wall 
of temple and below its centre 
part. Plaques of gold, silver, 
green glaze (all with king's 
name) , le:id, copper, lapis la
zuli, carnelian. limestone, 
green feb·par, and bitumen; 
also pollery. w. M. r. PETRIE . 

op. cit., pp. 1!1, 15, Pls. V, 
VI. 

In cornrrs anrl below cent1·e of ,... 
temple. Plaques of alabaster, 
red glass (now dark green ) , 
light-blue glass, ye!Jow de
composed glass, bronze, ala
baster, lead(?), tin (?), gol<l 
(all uninscribed); models of 
implements; pottery; etc. 
W. M. F. PETRIE, op. cit., 
pp. !10, 41, Pls. XIX, XXI. 
From the comers of the gate
way of the temple Enclosure 
came two plaques of green 
porcelain ( uninscrihed); small 
limestone mortar, and models 
of corn-rubbers also in lime
stone. Op. cit., p. 4 2. 

Tell Nebesheh. In corner of destroyed chapel(?) 

in cemetery. Plaques of red, 
blue and green glass, gold, 
calcite ( a'l uninscribed ); corn
rubbers; elc. W. M. F. PETRIE, 

op. cit. , p. 25, Pls. VI, XJX. 

/ 

A.-EGyPT ( concl'Uded). 

DYNASTY. 

Ptolemaic. Ptolemy II. 

do. Ptolemy IV. 

- 17 -

SITE. 

Naukratis. 

Tanis. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DEPOSIT. 

Inside outer corners (and below 
corners of supposed central 
hall) of the ''public building'' 
erected by Ptolemy II on west 
side of the ';Great Enclo
sure" Pl. Cartouche of lapis 
lazuli (with king's throne name 
in hieroglyphs on two sides); 
plaques of green-glazed pottery, 
turquoise ,jasper, lapis lazuli, 
and agate (all uninscribed); 
ingots of gold. silver, lead, 
copper and iron ; models of 
mud brick, libation vases, 
offering-cups, implemenls, etc. 
W. M. F. PETRIE, Naukratis, I, 
pp. 28 ff., Pls. XXV, XXVI. 

Below north-east and north-west 
corners of the pavement of the 
temple or palace of the king. 
Plaques of gold and pale blue 
faience inscribed with king's 
name, etc. , in hieroglyphs; 
and various other objects. P. 
MoNTET, Les Nouvelles Fouilles 
de Tanis, 1933, pp. 165 ff., 
Pls. LXXXIV-LXXXVI. (On 
p. 166, op. cit., is a reference 
to bronze plaques-founda
tion deposits-of Psousennes, 
XXIst Dynasty , discovered by 
Marielle in thegreat temple)<'l. 

(tl D. G. HoG;RTH, in Journal of Hellenic Studies, XXV, p. 1 u, does not believe the Great 

Enclosure (Temenoa) existed al all. - (•) er. also Surrl.llMENT No. II (A). 

Cahier n' ll. • 
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B.- GREECE. 

Professor Alan Wace has kindly forwarded me the following note : 
''At prescnl the evidence about foundation deposits made when a Greek 
temple was built is unsatisfactory. No certain case is known and as a 
rul it has not been the practice of excavators of Greek sites to look fo1· 
foundation deposits in connection with Greek temples. In two cases what 

would appear to have been intended as foundation deposits have been 
found in Greek temples, both in Asia Minor. AL Priene in the temple 

of Athena the statue base was pulled to pieces by treasure hunters and 
a considerable number of silver letradrachms of Orophernes of Cappadocia 
were found ( cf. B. HEAD, llistoria Numorum, -191 1 , p. 7 5 o). At Ephesus 
under the statue base in the Croesus temple of Artemis the British 
Museum excavators led by DI'. Hogarth found a deposit of precious 

objects, such as coins in gold, electrum, ivory statuelles, gold and silver' 
jewellery; the find is described in the British Museum publication hy 
Dr. D. G. HoGARTH, Excavations at Ephesus. Perhaps it was a Greek 
custom to make a foundation deposit under the statue base, for the 

remains of such a possible foundation deposit were found in the earlier 
Nike temple on the Acropolis at Athens, but in few excavations, scientific 
or otherwise, so far as is known, has the statue base been examined 
to see if a foundation deposit had been laid beneath it" (I). 

C.-PALESTINE. 

At Beisii.n (Beth-Shan), in Palestine, I discovered a faience finger-ring 

bearing the cartouche of Amenophis III below the north wall of the local 

P> See also AoDENDA,-No. 14. In
cidentally, the Graeco-Roman Muse
um found no deposits below the two 

statues in the lower vestibule of the 

great Roman catacomb of Korn el-Shu

qafa ; these statues are published in 

Bull. de la Soc. Royale d'Arch. d'Alex., 

XXXV, p. 1 8. When each statue was 

removed it was observed that the statue 

itself, the obelisk behind it and its base 

were made out of one piece of stone. 

Below was a rectangular block forming 

a pedestal. When the Museum re

placed the monument a thick lining of 

asphalt was inserted between the base 

and the pedestal so as to prevent ex

cessive moisture entering the statue.

A. R. 

/ 
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temple of that king, also several faience cartouches of Rameses I below 

the walls of the temple of Sety I. Further, in the Southern Temple of 
Rameses III (perhaps the "Temple of Dagon" of I Chronicles, X, 1 o), 
I . came across the following foundation deposits : - ( 1) Against a colum11 

base on the south side of tlie !tail ,-a pot containing silver ingots and jewel
lery (weight of ingots, 5 pounds, 2 ~ounces, avoirdupois; weight of 
jewellery, 3 ~ ounces), and ( 2) Against a column base on the nortli side of 

the hall,-a pot filled with gold and silver ingots, and jewellery (weight 
of gold, 17 ounces; weight of silver, 5 pounds, 5 ~ ounces). Cf. ALAN 
RowE, The Four Canaanite Temples of Beth-Shan, 196 o, pp. 9, 1 o, 2 6, 

Pls. XXIX, 5, 12-lt6, XXXIX, 15. 

VI.-THE SERAPEUM 
IN THE LIGHT OF THE RECENT EXCAVATIONS. 

A concise account of what was known of the great Serapeum previous 

to the discoveries of the last few months is given by myself in the Bull. 
de la Soc. Royale d'Arcli. d'Alex., XXXV, pp. 1 26 ff., and Pls. XXVII-XLlV. 
The following notes, which bring this account up to the time of writing 

(end of December, t 96!1) (I); are added so that the reader may appre

ciate the full importance of the newly-discovered plaques. 

ProLEMAIC SACRED ENCLOSURE ( Temenos ). Like all the Ptolemaic 

structures in the Serapeum the walls and the accompanying inner 
colonnades surrounding the Enclosure (Pl. XVII) had their foundations 
laid in trenches cut in the. rock; part of a large Ptolemaic white marble 
Ionic capital, the only one ever found ·here , was lying in the inner 
trench at the west of the site. These temeno~ trenches, the outer ones 

deeper than the inner parallel ones, are to be seen clearly on the west side 
of'' Diocletian's Column" and on the south-west part of the Enclosure 
and still contain some of the original heavy foundation blocks. Compare 

Eunapius (Vita Mdefii, 77-8) : "Tlie [Serapeum] foundations alone were 

not removed [by the Christians in 391 A. ·D.] owing to the difficulty of 

moving such large blocks of stone"! The east and west walls on the exter
ior .of the Enclosure seem each to have been about 173. 7 o m. in length 

<1> But cf. ADDENDA and SuPPLEMENT No. I, for details to end of October, 1945. 

!I,. 
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PTOLEMAlc ENCLOSURE (contd.). 

from south lo north (I) which, I suggest, was an Alexandrian short stade
length at the time the Serapeum was built; this is exactly a thousand times 
as long as the lengll1 of our gold and silve1· plaques, namely, 1 7. 3 cm.! , As 
the stade contained 6 o o Greek feet this would make the length of the 
local short foot ( 7rOV>) o. 2 8 9 m. (2). The width of the Enclosure from 
east to west, as shown by the positions of the two sets of plaques, is 
77.oom. 

It may be noted here that certain ancient authorities have described 
the Roman Serapeum as being square in plan instead of rectangular 
as it actually was. For instance Aphthonius, the Greek rhetorician 
of Antioch who visited the sacred area about 3 t 5 A._ D., slates 

<1> Details of the northern limits of the 
Ptolemaic and Roman Enclosures(which 
are now below the Bti.b Sidra cemetery) 
have been added on our plan (pls. VII, 
IX) according to the following measure
ments given by Mahmoud el-FALAKI, 
Memoire sur l' Antique Alexandrie, 187 2, 
pp. 54, 55: "Cinq ... murs de fonda
tion furent decouverts, par les memes 
fouilles du c6te Nord; le premier se 
trou,ve a 54 metres du centre de la base 
de la colonne [Diocletien] ; les quatre 
autres sont a 6 2 ' 7 9' 8 3 et 9 4 de la 
meme colonne." Until one is able to 
control these measurements the appro
ximate figure of 173. 7 o m. must stand 
for the north-south outer walls of the 
earlier Enclosure. 

(t) MAHMOUD EL-FALAKI, op. cit., p. 25, 
thought that the length of the Alex
andria stade, according to measurements 
taken in the remains of the ancient 
streets of Alexandria, was 165 . o o m., 
while DAREMBERG, SAGLio et PoTTIER, 
Diet. des Antiquites Grecques et Romaines, 

VIII, p. 1456, write that the Alex
andrians adopted a stade of 6,ooo Pto
lemaic feet with a value of 184 .8 3 7 5 m. 
But it has to be remembered that even 
in the same region the length of the 
stade varied. For instance, at Olympia 
we find a short foot of o. 2977 m. 
(= a stade of 178.20 m.)-this was in 
the Heraeum-and a longer foot of 
o.3205m. (= a stadeof 192.27m.); 
cf. A. BoucHE-LECLERCQ, Atlas pour servir d 
l'Histoire Grecque, 1888, pp. 92 ff. 
According to H. H. Prince OMAR Tous
souN, Memoire sur les An~iennes Branches 
du Nil (EpoqueAncienne), 1922,pp. 3 ff. 
it was the stade of 19 2 .2 7 m. that was 
employed by Strabo for his measure
ments in Lower Egypt. Professor 
Petrie (Naukratis, I, p. 27) estimated 
that a Greek foot equal to the English 
foot (a little ·over o.3o m.) was used 
at Naukratis for the "public building" 
of Ptolemy II and for the older Greek 
many-chambered structure, both belon
ging to the presumed Great Enclosure. 
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PtoLEMAIC ENCLOSURE (contd. ). 

(translation of Sacy) that when one enters the site ''on trouve un em~la
cement borne par quatre cotes egaux, en sorle que la figure de eel ed1~ce 

t Celle d'un moule a faire des bric1ues". T. he type of mould to wluch es . . . ,, fie refers is evidently the one used for makmg the square '' hle-br1cks 

• 
I 
I 
I 

' t 
• I 
I 

D 

0 

Fig. 6. - Plan of Roman Temple and Sacred Enclosure of the 
god B~l, Palmyra, for comparison with Alexandria (Roman) 
Serapeum as described by classical writers. After T. FYFE , 
Hellenistic Architecture, 1936, P· 33. 

of which we have found examples in the Serapeum and Korn el-Shuqafa. 
Hu!inus a Christian priest who assisted at the destruction of the sacred 
place, near the end of the rv th century A. D., says ~hat the Serapeum 
«rises in the midst of the ai1· upon a mass of construct10ns ... and extends 

.r 7· . " (ll F' 6 itself in all directions in the Jann of a square OJ great C imenswns · 1g. 

< 1J Cf. also G. BoTTI, L' Acropole d' A
lexandrie et le Serapeum, 1895, PP· tl1, 
1 5-referring to the statements of cer
tain more recent visitors that the re-

mains of the old foundations and cons
tructions "formaient Ull carre d ').lnC 

assez grande proportion''. 
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PToLEHAIC ENCLOSURE (contd.). 

gives a good idea of an already existing Roman temple and its square 
Enclosure-the Sanctuary of B~l in Palmyra. 

On the s_outh side of our older Serapeum the space between the exterior 

wall and the colonnade inside opens out into a wide and deep rock-cut 

trench; here the wall in q ueslion rests against the face of the southern 

si.de of the. trench while the colonnade is outside of and on top of the 
high rock Just to the north of the trench (see Pl. IX). In addition to 

the :xterior wall. there are on its inner side (i. e., in the great trench ) 
and m the followmg order from south to north the remains of : 

1) A row ef 1·ectangular chambers (Pl. Ill), the doors of which, now 
missing, opened into 

2) An outer corrid01', originally paved with marble; 

3) A centre colonnade, which supported a roof covering both the outer 
corridor and 

6) An inner corridor, also once paved; and, lastly, 

5) A wall built against the rock face along the north side of the trench. 

Three more chambers, one with part of its door remaining, are in an 

18-melre wide niche cut in the north rock face of the trench ( Pls. III , 

VIII); their walls are covered wi'th a thin layer of cement. The chambers 

opening into the outer corridor extended all along the south si<le and 
seem to have been nineteen in number; compare Pl. IX. The chambers 

remind us of the twenty or so "schools·: which Benjamin de Tudela 

(about 11 6 o A. D.) said were in the Serapeum area in his time : "Hors 

de la ville d'Alexandri.e est l'Ecole d'Aristote prec~pteur d'Alexandre, qui 

est un gra~d et ~el edifice ome de colonnes de marbre entre chaque ecole. 
ll y a envwon vmgt de ces ecoles, ou l'on venait de tous les endroits du 

monde pour entendre la sagesse du philosophe Aristote." See G. BoTTI, 
Fouilles a la Colonne Tlteodosienne, 1897, p. 12. 

AU the chambers recently excavated together with what appear to be 

ot~e.r chambers to the east of the niche (doubtless, like the corridors, 
ongmally paved with marble) may well be among the "secret vestibules" 
which were in what apparently Rufinus· calls the " lower part" of the 

Serapeum. He writes : ''All the lower part (of the Serapeum), up to the 

/ 
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PToLEMAIC ENCLOSURE (contd. ). 

level of the pavement Ol, is vaulted (2l. This basement which receives its 
light by means of great openings from above , is divided into secret vesti

bules, separated between themselves, which served for mysterious fun

clions ". This description reminds us of certain temples referred to by 

Plutarch (Isis and Osiris, 20) which, he says, "in one portion are expand
ed into wings and into uncovered and unobstructed corridors, and in 

another portion have secret vesting-rooms in the darkness under ground , 

like cells or chapels". 
As to the great niche itself it will be noticed that il is not in the centre 

of the south part of the temenos ( cf. Pl. IX ). This means, as suggested 

by Dr. Drioton, either that it was part of an older building which Ptol
emy III respected-compare footnote in. first page of this article--or 

that it was later added to the original design. In considering either of 

these suppositions consideration has to be taken of the fact that the west- _ 
crn end of the southern colonnade on the plateau top ends just short of 

the niche. (Of the buildings on the plateau inside the temenos only the 

temples are centralized). Lying down in the niche was discovered a red 

granite column broken in two about 9.00 m. long, with a diameter at 
the base of i. 2 6 m.' and at the top of t.18 rn. (Pl. Ill). To the south

east of the niche are remains of a similar column and also two almost 

complete red granite bases (one overtm'ned ) for the columns (3l ; each 

(' l The "pavement" may well be the 

plateau top itself. But G. Botti , who 
did not know of the existence of the 
great trench thought, on the contrary, 
that the " lower part" mentioned by 
Rufinus is to be identified with the 

underground passages leading off from 
the attium to the west of the great 

column. Cf. op. cit., pp. 26, 27. 
l'l The vaulted basement reminds us 

of that of the Temple of Jupiter at 
Baalbek. Cf. 'l'. WIEGAND, Baalbek, 
Plate Vol.,I, 1 9 2 1 , pl. XXVII. Our 

Serapeum southern basement was used 

in Ptolemaic and Roman times. 
l3 l Remains of another similar column 

and of a square base have been found 
in the east end of the great trench (see 

pl. VII). The three columns doubtless 

formed part of the colonnades sur

ro~nding the Sacred Enclosures or the 

temple on top of the plateau; columns 
of this style are usually considered to 
be Roman but there is no proof in the 

present instance whether they are 

actually Roman or late Ptolemaic. Two 
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ProLEMAIC ENCLOSURE (contd.). 

base is o.55 m. high and has the lower part square, measuring about 
i.67m. on each side (PI. IV). 
. In front of the, nich: are .the remains of two fireplaces, evidently Roman 
11~ da~e, for heating air .which was conveyed in an easterly and westerly 
<l1rect10n along the corridors by means of masonry-lined channels. The 
fireplaces (one shown in Pl. V) actually had ashes in them when found the 
hot air entering the channels through pottery flues. Over the ea:tern 
fireplace is a broken mass of "compressed masonry" Ol, in the southern 

face of which are still the impressions of two of the columns of the central 

col?nnade thus. showing this latter to have been in position when the 
fireplace was hmlt l2l. On the tops of the existing limestone blocks which 
once supported the colonnade are visible three of the mas-on's construct

ional marks for placing the columns in position; running from west to 
east the first of the three marks is in front of the eastern column im

pression in the fireplace. Each mark, chiselled in the stone, consists of a 
thin north-south line with a rather deep cross at each end, the distance 
b:tween the centre of the crosses being 0.77 m., equalling of course the 
diameter of the lower part of the column itself. Every set of lin:e and 

crosses is enclosed in an oval. The space between each axis line is 
1.8li m., which indicates the columns were placed about 1 ~ diameters 
apart. We may assume that the columns were stucco-coated limestone 

other complete columns of the same 

style, but of grey granite and smaller 

(7.10 m. and 7.15 m., respectively, 
high), are to be seen about 65 .oo m. 

to the west of "Diocletian 's Column" ; 

. these have already been referred . to 
in last footnote of SECTION I. 

''l This is made of sniall stones and 

cement placed between boards, the last 
being removed when the "masonry" 

had solidified. Cf. DAREMBERG, SAGLIO 

et POTTIER, Diet. des Antiquites Grecques 

et Romaines, VIII, p. 1544, fig. 6666. 

We shall see later on that this "ma

sonry'', at least in the Serapeum, 
mainly dates from and after the 11 nd 

cent. A. D. Cf. further E. B. van DEMAN, 

in American Journal of Archaeology 191 2, 

pp. 230 ff., 387 ff. 
<•l When the fireplace was made some 

of the high rock of the floors of the two 
corridors was cut away to take the ma
sonry of the channels. 

/ 
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ProLEMAIC ENCLOSURE (contd. ). 

or marble rather than granite. It seems probable that the chambers in 
the trench were used both for the cult of various deities and for storing 
some of the books of the "Daughter Library", the fireplaces heing 

added in Roman times for the purpose of keeping out the dampl1l . This 

Library as we have already suggested above, doubtless was placed in the 

Serape~m by Ptolemy Ill l2l and not by Ptolemy II ~s Tzelz~~ (and Epi
phanius) believed (3) . A little after the ''Alexandrian War of !ulms 
Caesar (lt8 B. C.) when the "Mother Library" is said (perhaps without 

foundation) to have heen damaged, Antony gave to Cleopatra 2 o o ,o o o 

simple volumes from the Pergamum Library which, if ~he story is correct,: 
may have been placed either in the main Library or m t~e ''Daughter ? 

one, or even have been divided between the two. It 1s therefore not 

improbable that the fireplaces for the librar! ( i~ such it was) date from 
the time of the presumed gift. Anyh~w, 1t will be remembered tl~at 
Cleopatl'a had a special interest in the S~rapeum where, dressed as Isis, 
the great goddess of the site, and seated upon a golden throne, she h31d 
presented to her by Antony the royal captives brought back from ~he 
Armenian War of 3li B. C. Also, what.appears lo he part of a figurme 
representing the queen as Isis was unearthed recently in the Serapeum , 
and later published by me in the Bull. de la Soc. Royale d'Arch. d'Alex., 
XXXV, PP· 158 f., Pl. XLI. Botti (l'Acropole d'Alexand1·ie et.le Serapemn, 
p. 12) says it follows from the description of Aphthomus, "qu'au 

<1> The library at Pergamum and that 

at Ephesus had double walls to keep 

the papyri from damp. Cf. D. S. Ro
BERTSON, A Handbook of Greek and Roman 

Architecture, 1 9 2 9, p. 2 9 1 • 

(t) The interest shown by Ptolemy III 
in literature is indicated ( 1) by an 

order which the king is said to have 

given that all travellers disembarking at 

Alexandria were to deposit, against 

copies to be handed them later, the 

books that they had with them, and 

( 2) by the story that he is said to have 

borrowed from Athens, against deposit, 

but failed to return, the state rolls con

taining the tragedies of .iEschylus, So

phocles and Euripides. He did, how

ever, send copies and ask the Athenians 

to return the deposit. 
(3 l Tzetzes says that the "Daughter 

Library" of Ptolemy IL(sic) contained . 

42,800 volumes, ot rolls, granted by 

the "Mother Library". 
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commencement du quatrieme siecle de notre ere la bibliothec1ue publique 
d'Alexandrie etait ~. l' Acropole, a cOte des chambres des <lieux d'autrefois. 

II y a1'ait aussi des savants qui la frec1uentaient; elle rendait encore de 
grands services". A phthonius seems to indicate that the "Daughter 

Library" was in the exterior buildings (t l ; it must have perished when the 
Serapeum was destroyed. 

fiEFEllENCES TO SERAPEUM LIBRAllY ACCORDING TO CLASSICAL AND OTHER 
AUTHOHITIES, ETC. 

(Nos. 1-3 after J. WmTE, !Egyptiaca, 1801, pp. 6t-5o; 
Nos. 6-9 after A. J. BUTLER, The Arab Conquest of Bg·ypt, 1902, pp. bo 2-b 23). 

1. Daughter or Serapeum Library said to have been founded by Ptol

.emy IC Philadelphus (Er1PHAN. de Pond et Menf. edit. Par. 1722, 

tom. ii, p. 168). Tzetzes says the same thing; cf. E. BEVAN, A His
tory ~f Egypt under tlie Ptolemaic Dynasty, p. 1 25. 

2. Syncellus ( C11110NOGRAPHIA, edit. Goar. p. 2 7 3) refers the foundation 
of the Serapeum Library to the 132 nd Olympiad. 

3. The Hebrew Scriptures said to have been translated into Greek (the . 
Septuugint) under Ptolemy II and deposited in the Serapeum 
Library. See : · 

a) TERTUl.L. Apol. c. xviii, P·. 182. Edit. Havercamp (" Hodie 
apud Serapmum, Ptolemmi Bibliot!tecm cum ipfis Hebraicis literis exlii
bentur "); cf. Ho01us, de Bibi. Text. Orig. p. 2 2 5 (" Verborum 
iftorum, Hodie apud Serapmum Ptolenuei Bibliotltecm cum ipfis Hebraicis 
literis exliibent1w, hunc Jenfum effe puto : in Bibliotheca Ptolemmi, qum 

apud Serapmum efi, a.ffervantur Scripturm ludaicm ab lnterpretibus lxxii. 
convmf m" ). 

b) CunvsosT. Edit. Fron ton. Ducrei, tom. i, p. 4 lt 3. 

<'l See Ah bes SuAnn et P. Soun1cE, Essais sur l' ldentiji,cation des Monuments d'Alexandrie, 
1895,p.18;A.J.BuTLEn,TlieArabConquestofEgypt,1902,p. !115, footnote 2• 

r 
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c) EuTYCHII, Annales, tom. i, P· 296. 
d) PmusTRIUs Bn1xENs1s, Haeref. 9 o. 

e) EP1PHAN. tom. i, p. 5 ~4. 
4. The Serapeum Library, however, was doubtless acluall~ fo~nded by 

Ptolemy III, as the evidence of the plaques seems to md1cate. It 

is possible, of course, that Ptolemy II did establish th~ Dau.g~ter 
Library, which was b'ansferred by his successor from its or1g111al 

home to th~ Serapeum when the lattei:_ had been completed. 

5. Serapeum Library perhaps received volumes from the Pergamum 

Library which Antony gave to Cleopatra. . 
6. G(lorge of Cappadocia is said to have removed the Serapeum Library 

in 361 A. D. 
7. More probably, however, it was destroyed in 39 t A. ~·, when the 

patriarch Theophilus demolished the Temple of Serap~s. 
8. Paulus Orosius, a Spanish presbyter, appears to be a witness lo the 

non-existence of the Serapeum Libr<\ry in 4 1 6 A. D. 

9. The stories of 'Abd al-Latif (who wrote _about 1200 A. D.) and Abu'l 
Faraj (who wrote in the latter half of the xmth cent. A._D.) to 
the effect that the Serapeum Library was burnt by 'Amr 1bn al
'Asi-about 64 1 A. D.-are therefore apparently without any real 
fo~ndation. Anyhow, they were recorded more than five hundred 

years after the supposed event to which they refer! Compare t~e 
important arguments agaiqst the burning made by Butler, op. e1t., 

PP· 424 f. . 
Immediately to the west of the fireplaces, and m a rock trough 1 .1 o m. 

deep, was found a b1·oken Roman altar ·of sacrifi~e (Pl. XI ).' mad~ of 
small stones covered with plaster; it is rectangular 111 form, with a shght 

depression on its lop, and is o. 2 5 m. high. Arou.nd it was ~ c~nsider
able quantity of ashes. To the east of the altar 1s a large pit ~.80 m. 
deep with a small niche in its north side; in the centre of the Ooor of 

this pit is another but smaller one. This latter has heen cleared to a 

depth of 6.7o m., at which point water was reached. ~ear the bottom 

of the pit is a narrow passage leading to t.he south. 6ehmd the altar and 
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r,its' and in l~e face of the high rock is an apse-like niche (for a statue?). 

I he w~ole unit may have formed part of a Roman shrine, now destroyed. 

B.elun<l the north-west comer of the great niche is a pit, with footholds, 

lea<l111g down from the plateau top into an underground system of vault

ed passages cut in the rock and lined with square red tile-bricks set in 

~ery hard. cement. Traces of a coloured chequered pattern are visible 

in places rn the cement covering of the walls, while horizontal lines are 

painted along the lower part of the actual vaults themselves. Three cons

t~·uctional holes (one shown in lower figure in Pl. Ill) open into the 

sides of the system from the niche, these being filled in with bricks, 

sto~es and c:ment :Vl~en no longer required. Whether or not the system, 

wluch certamly or1g111ally served as a. reservoir (a little to the north of 

it a1·e. t.he remains of a brick-built piscina (?)with which it may have been 

associated), was later used for some other purpose-hardly for a trea

sury (Jl-we do not know at present. Its bricks (2) are of the type usually 

regarded as Roman, while the chequered pattern is reminiscent of that 

seen in the Ptolemaic tombs at Anfushy. 

Hufinus after speaking of the lower vaulted basement (which as we 

have seen answers to the description of the corridors and rooms in the 

P l For treasuries of the Roman peo

ple situated below temples, cf. R. CA

GNAT et V. CHAPOT, Manuel d' Archeologie 

romaine, I, 1916, p. 135. On Greek 

treasuries see L. DYER, in Journal of 

Hellenic Studies, XXV, pp. 29li ff. 
!'l These tile-bricks have a thick lay

er of cement between them, and the 

lining into which they are arranged 

consists of a double row placed thin 

end to thin end. So far as can be 

ascertained the bricks average o. 2 7 m. 

in length each way on the face and about 

o.o3 m. in thickness. An account of 

Roman tile-bricks is given by H. B. 

WALTERS, History of Ancient Pottery, II, 

1905, pp. 330 ff., and E. B. van DE

MAN , in American Journal of Archaeology, 

1912, pp. 230 ff., 387 ff. The prin

ciple to be followed in dating Roman 

brickwork is the thicker the cement the 

later ~he period of the work. W. M. 

F. PETRIE, Nebesheh and Defenneh, p. 19, 

says that red (baked) bricks were used 

in Egypt as early as the XIXth Dynasty, 

also that baked brick was introduced 

into the Delta in Ramesside times. 

Sizes of Hellenistic and Roman bricks 

in Egypt are given by the same author 

in Naukmtis, I, p. 89 . 
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great trench at the south of the site) adds· thai "on the ttppei· floor, the 

extremities of all the sides of the platform are occupied by lecture halls 

and cells for the shrine-bearers, and still mare elevated are rooms for the 

guardians of the temple, and for priests who have taken the vow of 

chastity. Behind these buildings, to the inside, are colonnades arranged 

in a square all around the plan, and in the centt·e rose the temple, orna

mented by colonnades of precious materials and built with magnificent 

marble which had been profusely used. It contained a statue of Ser

apis ... " These statements clearly indicate that at least in the Roman 

period the colonnades, and so forth, surrounding the plateau were double 

storied; it may be mentioned that ' Abd el-La!if (i 161-1231 A. D.) in 

referring to the destruction of the colonnades of the Serapeum (l) adds 

that the remains of these existing in his time indicated that the area 

between the columns had once been covered aver \2l. In the Ptolemaic 

Enclosure the upper rooms which we assume existed between the colonnade 

and the outer wall at the south must have been built over the very basement 

which we have just unearthed. At this part there may haYe been an 

exedrn (31 over the great niche seen in Pls. VII , Vlll. 
The following are marks incised on limestone blocks (as a rule not in sittt ) 

in the Serapeum : 

An.B.__.E .H.n.1.~. 

V. X. :XX . X X. 5<. i. 1.T. 

t•> Many of the columns were remov

ed in 1167 A.D. by a Nubian vizier of 

Sultan Yussef Salah ed-Din and thrown 

into the sea in order to strengthen the 

defences of the city. Existing remains 

of granite columns in the Serapeum 

show traces of the holes made by wedges 

when the columns were split. 
!2> See also the roofed-in colonnade of 

the court of the Temple ofEdfu (founded 

by Ptolemy III) and also that of the tem

ple of Jupiter at Baalbek (T. WIEGAND, Ba
albek, Plate Vol. I, pl. XVI-republished 

in my article in the Bull. de la Soc. royale 

d'Arch. d'Alex., XXXV, pl. XXXIX). 
!'l Cf. the two exedrre on each side 

of the court of the Baalbek Temple. 

T. WrnG!ND, op. cit., pl. XIV. 
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These are probably mostly from the Ptolemaic Serapeum and may be 
quanymen's or even contractors' emblems; the correct way up (and 

consequently the actual value) of some of them is unknown. If they 

were made by quarrymen perhaps each represented a particular gang of 
labourers. Some of these marks (for example the fifth one in the lower 

row = n) are not only like Ionic alphabetic letters (Il found at Naukratis 
in inscriptions-on pottery-which are said Ly Dr. E. A. Gardner to date 

from 650-520 B.C. (cf. in W. M.F. PETRIE, Naukratis, I, p. 56), hut also 

like letters in other old Greek alphabets. More earlY. alphabetic signs from 
Naukratis are seen in inscriptions pub.lished by E. A. GARDNER, Naukratis, 

II, 1888, Pls. XX, XXI, and by D. G. Hogarth and others, in Journal 

of Hellenic Studies, XXV, p. 1 t 6. There is no evidence to show that 
Dr. Gardner's dating applies to the Ionic-like marks of the Se1~apeum 

thereby suggesting the possible existence on that site of reused blocks 
from local Greek buildings (2) as early as those of Naukratis. One thing 

appears probable however, namely, that the workmen who made the 
Serapeum marks were Greeks and not Egyptians. More marks found in 

Alexandria are published hy A. AnRIANI, in Annuario del Museo Greco

Romano ( 1932-1933), 1936, p. 2 7, and in Annuaire du Musee Greco-Romain 

(1935-1939), 1940, p. 26, fig. 6. Cf. also AnnENDA,-No .. it. 

At Scythopolis ( Beisan) in Palestine I discovered a good number of basalt 
stones in the walls of Byzantine buildings which had painted on them in 

red certain letters of the Greek alphabet, each stone, as in the case of the 

Serapeum, bearing a single character. More marks are on walls which 
I saw at Ptolemais in Cyrenaica, in the year 1963 (3). 

(') For forms of Ionic and other 
Greek alphabets see especially E. S. 
RooERTS, An In.troduction to Greek Epi
graphy, I, 1887, pp. 382 ff., and 
Cambridge Ancient History, III, 1 9 2 5, 
table opp. p. Li 3 2. Incidentally, 
F. W: G. FoAT, in Journal of Hellenic 
Studies, XXV, pp. 36!1 f., says that the 

Ionic alphabet is shown by reliable 
deduction to be Semitic in origin. 

<•> As for instance the small pre
Ptolemaic sanctuary referred to by 
Tacitus. 

<'l Cf. Alan RowE, The Topogrnphy 
and History of Beth-Shan, 193 o, I, 
p. 52, and G. OLIVERIO, Cirenaica, II, 

• / 
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The walls of the Serapeum, and also the under parts of architraves, 

and so on, all of limestone, were covered with plaster decorated in various 

colours. Bright blue seems to have been the favourite colour for the 

under parts. On the east slope of the «Acropolis» are the remains of 

what appears to be a rock-cut Ptolemaic stairway leading up the top 

of the plateau (see Pl. VII). No traces of a gate have been found in 
the Ptolemaic Enclosure, but it is probable that it and the stairway 

leading to it were erected over the rooms and so forth at the south of 

the Enclosure. 
The Temple of Serapis itself , which is associated with the local 

Iseum in late writings, has been proved by us to be identical with 
Botti's so-called lseum, to the north-west of the great column OJ. The 

large rectangular structure with a secret passage to the south of 
the column (Pl. VII) might have been a Ptolemaic mausoleum or 

cenotaph-hardly a temple (2l. 
· The famous Nilometer of the Serapeum (3l, at least the one existing in 

fasc. 2, 1936, p. 258. For details 
~f Roman marks on stones see espe-

• cially R. CAGNAT at V. C11APOT, Manuel 
d'Archeologi1J romaine, I, pp. 10 ff. 

(ll Cf. the suggested restoration of 
the Temples of Serapis and Isis at Rome 
as seen in G. LAFAYE, Histoire du Culte 
des D·ivinites d'Alexandrie, 1883 , pl. 
opposite p. 2 2 li. 

<21 Fully described in Bull. de la 
Soc. Royale d' Arch. d' Alex., XXXV, pp. 
1 li Li ff. For Roman rectangular mau
soleums see R. CAGNAT et V. C11APOT, 
Manuel d' Archeologie Romaine, pp. 3li7 ff. 
HERODOTUS, II, 1 6 9, indicates that royal 
tombs were sometimes placed inside 
temple enclosures : "The Saites buried 
all the kings who belonged to their 

canton inside this temple (of Athena)" 
at Sais. Incidentally, a ushebty-figure 
of Psammetichus I of the Saitic Dynasty 
has recently been found in Korn el
Shuqafa (Reg. No. P. 9 2 1 2), and still 
another, but of Re-meny '·of the XXV th ' 
Dynasty, at the Alexandria Serapeum 
(Reg. No. P. 5 9 3 1). These are being 
published by me in the Bull. de la Soc. 
Royale d'Arch. d'Alex. , XXXVI. Fur
ther, a fragment bearing the lower 
part of what appears to be the "Son of 
Re" name of Amasis II of the XXVI th 
Dynasty was unearthed a little while ago 
in the Serapeum (Reg. No. P. 9l1l19). 

<3l Cf. J. G. FRAZER, Adonis, Attis, 
Osiris, II, p. 217; Description de 
l' Egypte, Antiquites, II, XXVI, p. 89, and 
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the Ptolemaic period, is identifi~d by us with the rock-cul square hole, 
. with a tlight of twelve rock and twenty-nine masonry steps (originally 
unde1· a vaulted roof) leading cl'own lo its lower part, situated at the base 
of the east side of the plateau. The lower part, on its east side, connects 
by means of a passage with the neighbouring aqueduct ( cf. Pls. VII, XII) 
which received its water from the great ''Canal of Alexandria" (now 
el-Ma}:tmudiya) situated some 570.00 m. away lo the south (ll. Recent 
measurements have shown that the level of the wate1· in the Serape,um 
aqueduct and the canal are about the same, a fact which was obviously 
known to the ancient priests. In the Roman era this particular Nilometer 
was filled in and a large stairway built over it. The position of the 
Roman Nilometer is as yet unidentified. 

In the debris from the huge rock trench at the south of the Ptolemaic 
Enclosure we found parts of two marble bases for holding statues. These 
bases bear inscriptions which are being fully published by Professor 
ALAN WAcE in Bulletin of tlte Faculty of Arts, Farouk 1 University, 1 9!16. 
One of the bases (Museum Reg. No. P. 8834) has two inscriptions in 
Greek, one Ptolemaic in date and the other Roman. The older inscrip
tion (first half of III rd cent., acc01·ding to Professo1· Wace) indicates 
that Asclepiodoros and Euboulos dedicated [a statue] lo Serapis in fulfil
ment of a vow, while the later one records the repair of the statue, 
probably that of Harpocrates, by Harpocration, son of Polemon, and 
his children as a thank-offering. The other base (Heg. No. P. 9025 ), 

Appendice thereto, pp. 60, 6i. The 
Nilometer occurs on Roman coins from 
Alexandria; see for example R. S. PooLE, 
Catalogue of the Coins of Alexandria, etc., 
P· LXXVI. 

''l In Ptolemaic times water was also 
· conveyed from the plateau top into the 
aqueduct; cf. the sloping water passage 
indicated in pl. VII. A Nilometer 
exists in the temple ofEdfu (founded by 

Ptolemy III) ; this consists of a round 
well encircled by a spiral staircase. On 
the walls of the latter is the scale, with 
demotic numbers. The well has a sub
terranean communication with the river. 
It was Constantine who removed the 
Nilometer from the Alexandria Sera
peum (SocRATEs, Hist. Eccles. lib. i. c. 
xvm). 

( 
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Ptolemaic in date, bears ·an inscription indicating that Aristodemus, son 
of Diodorus (or, Diodotus), an Athenian (tl, dedicated a statue, not named, 
to Serapis and Isis. From elsewhere on the site came an open shell
like Ptolemaic lamp of pottery (Reg. No. P. 9 199) with the following 
inscription in ink : YnEPTOYOIKOYTOYAPXONTOC, "0n behalf.of the 
household of the Archon ". It is the first time that a lamp of this type 
has been found to be inscribed. 

RoMAN SACRED ENCLOSURE. As the excavations on the east side have 
shown, this is here bounded by three parallel foundations of'' compressed 
masonry" (2) ( cf. Pls. IV, XVll), Roman in date, for supporting two 

' colonnades (or colonnade and inner wall) and an outer wall; compare the 
Temple of Jupiter at Baalbek which has an outer wall with exedrre but 
two inner colonnades (3l . No trenches were cut to receive the'' compressed 
masonry" which was placed directly on the rock surface. Traces of the 
blocks of limestone which once rested on the " masonry" are visible m 
places. As already pointed out above, the northern limits of the 
Roman Enclosure (see Pls. VII, IX), are added on our plans from mea
surements given by Mahmoud el-Falaki; t~ese measurements indicate 
that at this side the Enclosure was 3 2. o o m. longer than the older 
Enclosure. Assuming the same thing applied at the south, the total 
over-all length from north to south of the later Enclosure, rould be 
about 237. 70 m. 

''l The implication ofE, BEVAN, A His
tory of Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty, 
p. 9 9, that there was an ''Athenian'' 
deme in Alexandria is incorrect. 

<'l According to R. CAGNAT et V. CuA
POT, Manuel d'Archeologie Romaine, I, 
p. 2 3, this type of "masonry" (opus 
incertum) characterizes Roman construc
tion, in Italy, of the ISt and nnd cent. 

Cahier n° ~. 

B. C. (see also A. Cuo1sY, Histoire de 
l' Architecture, l, p. 5 2 o). But as we 
shall see in SuPPLEMENT No. I we may 
attribute most of the earliest Sera
peum "compressed masonry" to about 
the nnd cent. A. D. 

<'l Cf. T. WIEGAND, op. cit ., Plate 
Vol. I, pl. XIV. For Serapeum west 
side see our pl. XVII. 

3 
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From Aphthonius and Rufinus we learn that in Roman times a monu
mental staircase of a hundred steps led up to the plateau top; at the top 
of t~e s~eps was a propylon closed by a bronze grille with four columns , 
behmd it. It was on these steps that Origen stood and withstood the 
multitude who urged him to join in their rites (EPIPHAN. tom. i, p. 52!1 ). 
The~e was an mcus which seems to have been roofed with a cupola. 
Durmg the recent excavations we discovered the remains of two Roman 
side staircases on the east part of the Serape um. the one in the centre 
b:ing about 3.3o m. wide and the other at the south end (Pl. V) 5.3o m. 
wide. These remains are of ''compressed masonry" and once supported 
steps made of slabs of stone, doubtless marble. The lower parts of the 
staircases are still unde1· debris, which it is impossible to move for the 
present. Whether the central staircase once led up to the Lower Terrace 
( cf. Pl. VII) on which there are some fragments of a large red granite 
entrance door (I) is not certain. · 

?ther important remains belonging to the Roman era are the piscina, 
wluch may have been associated with the cult of Isis (2); and the 
atrium with its long underground passages. The exact purpose of 
the great underground complex, which Botti thought might be Ptole
maic in origin, is as yet uncertain. This scholar records two Roman 
graffiti (epoch of Tiberius (?)), now vanished, on its walls (3), and also 
lists (4l the following objects, obviously also Roman, found in the atrium 

<1> See my article in Bull. de la Soc. 
Royale d'Arch. d'Alex., XXXV, p. 143, 
fig. 8. 

(•) Cf. op. cit., p. 1lt2. 
<3 l L' Acropole d' Alexandrie et le Sera

peum, 1895, pp. 2lt, 25, and Fouilles 
a la Colonne Theodosienne, 189 7, 
pp. 11 2 ff. One of the graffiti reads : 
"[C'est] l'acte de devotion de Dorothee 
et de toute sa famille'', and the 
other " [ C 'est] l 'acte de devotion 

d 'Ammonius" (Botti). The texts are : 

TOnPOCKYNHMA 
~WP08EOY 

KAITWNAYTOY 
nANTWN 

and 
TOnPOCKYNHMA 

AMMWNIOY 

<'l Catalogue des Monuments exposes au 
Musee Greco-Romain d' Alexandrie, 1 9 o o, 

I 
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and passages : - Fragments of white marble statuettes of Hermanoubis, 
Serapis and Venus; pottery lamp showing bust of Isis; the letter H 
painted in red on a slab of white marble; gold jewellery; tiny plaquette 
of gold with Latin inscription; and a white marble voti\'e stela bearing 

the inscription : 
EPMANOYBl~I 8EQI MErAM21 
EnHKOQI KAI · EYXAPII:H21 I:APAnl 
QN ~IONYI:IOY I:APAnl~EIOI: KAI 
EYKAEIA H TOYTOY A~EM>H KAI 
rvNH vnEP ~IONYI:IOY TOY YIOY 

IB L A8YPH 

''A Hermanoubis, le grand dieu qui nous ecoute et nous fait grflce, 
Serapion, fils de D~nis, du Deme des Sarapidees, avec Eucleia, sa sreur 
et femme, pour Denis son fils [a dedie cette stele] l'an XII, le huit de 
Athyr'' (Botti). The stela was found at li.5o m. north-east of the vesti
bule of the passages at the west. Elsewhere tt) Botti mentions as having 
come from the passages in general lamps bearing figures of lris-Kore (sic), 
and Helios embracing Serapis, also a Christian lamp decorated with cross 
and lamp. The lamps, at least the Roman ones, were perhaps placed 
in the small lamp-receptacles over niches made in the lower part of the 
passages. Each niche· had originally a rectangular coffer of limestone 
and a sloping libation-table with a groove in it (Fig. 7 ). _ Smaller niches, 
but with sloping tables of rock, are iri the upper parts of the walls. Botti 
believed that sacred animals were buried in the coffers l2l. On the other 
hand, of course, cremated human remains migh,t well have been placed 
in the coffers, the libations poured on the grooves in the masonry tables 

pp.10,36,9lt,lt59,h63,58of. The 
stela of "Denis" is also published by 
Bom, in Bull. de la Soc. Royale d' Arch. 
.d'Alex., II, p. 63, and E. BJ\ECCIA, 
lscrizioni Greche e Latine, 1911, p. 7 lt, 
No. 120, pl. XXXI, No. 75. An Alex
andrian temple of Hermanoubis is 

figured in R. S. PooLE, Catalogue of the 
Coins of Alexandria, etc., pl. XXVIII, 
No. 1197 (time of Antoninus Pius). 

<11 Fouilles a la Colonne Theodosienne, 

pp. 1 1 2' 11 9. 
''l The underground passages are fully 

described in BoTTI, op. cit., pp. 111 ff. 

3. 
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RoMAN ENcr.osunE (contd.). 

running down over the remains just as at Carthage (Fig. 7), where by 
means of a pottery pipe, water passed over a certain type of sepulchral 
altar, ran into an urn inside holding calcined bones and then penetrated 

into a lower part of the altar containing lam0ps, bowls, jars, and money lll. 

LIMES.TONE: 
C.OFFEl'I 

o ... ce. 1-le.~a 

Fig. 7. - Left : Niche in underground passage of Alexandria Serapeum 
(west of Dioclelian's Column). - Right : Sepulchral altar at Carthage. 

Hermanoubis is mentioned by Plutarch (Isis and Osiris, 61) and Dio

dorus (lines 18, 87), and is a later form of the old Egyptian ~orus-em
Anubis l2l. The former writer referring to Osiris as the ''common Reason 

which pervades both the superior and inferior regions of the universe'', 

adds that it is, moreover, called '' Anubis, and sometimes likewise Herm
anoubis; the first of these names expressing the relation it has to the 

superior, as the latter, to the inferior world. And for this reason they 

(ll Cf. R. CAGNAT et V. CaAPoT, Manuel 
d' Archeologie Romaine, I, p. 3 4 o. 

('> The Alexandrians in adopting the 

name Hermanoubis , by a slight change 

actually made it a compound of Hermes 
and Anubis, the Greek and the Egyptian 
Psychopompi. 

./ 
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RoMAN ENCLOSURE (contd.). 

sacrifice to him two Cocks, the one white, as a proper emblem of the 
purity and brightness of things above, the other of ·a saffron colour, 

expressive of that mixture and variety which is to be found in those lower 

regionsOl". Now one of the titles of Pa-shere-en-ptal;i of the Serapeum 

statues was" Chief of the Mysteries (~) ... of the [Cult-] Chest of 

Fig. 8. - DEITIES Ol' THE ALEXANDRIA SERAPEUM. Serapis as Pluto; Isis and Harpocrates 
(after DABEMBF.RG_ et SAGLIO, Diet. des Antiquites Grecqiies et Romaines, VIII, p. B5o, V, 
p. 580); and Hermanoubis (after the Ras el-Soda statue). 

Anubis Who-is-on-his-Hill C: ~;; ~)", so it may well be, in view 

of the fact not only was Anubis :-
1) Part of the pantheon of Alexandria where he ministered to Serapis the 

father-god, Isis the mother-god and their child Harpocrates (Fig. 8); and also 

<1l For the god in general, cf. V. CaA

POT, in G. HANOTAUX (ed.), Histoire de la 
Nation Egyptienne, III, 1933, p. 348; 
R. S. PooLE, Catalogue of the Coins of 
Alexandria, etc., pp. Lxvm f; E. BEVAN, 

op. cit., p. 195. On Anubis, see G. 
LAFAYE, Histoire du Culte des Divinites 

d' Alexandrie, p. 1 8. A fine white 
marble statue of Hermanoubis found at 
Ras el-Soda, near Alexandria, is publish

ed by A. AnRIANr, in Annuaire du Musee 
Greco-Romain ( t935-1939 ), 1940, 
p. 142 f., pl. LY (right). See fig. 8 

of this article. 
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RoMAN ENcLOSURll (contd.). 

2) An integral part of (he compound local god Hermanoubis; 
that the district '' [Cult-] Chest of Anubis" was in the Alexandrian Serapeum 
rather than in Memphis l1l. The statement of Plutarch that one of the 
attributes of Hermanoubis was an" inferior world" one is particularly 
interesting in view of the fact that the Hermanoubis objects mentioned 
above were discovered in underground passages of the Serapeum (2l. A 
beautiful white marble bust of Serapis of the Imperial Roman era (Reg. 
No. 2 2 158) was found long ago in the Serapeum (3l, while recently parts 
of figurines of Isis (Reg.No. P. 9 1o4) .and Harpocrates (Reg. No. P. 9 156) 
have come to light in the same place. Also, in the Louvre, there is a 
bas-relief fragment from Alexandria showing the divine triad accompan
ied by Dionysus; the relief dates the 1st cent. A. D., and is reproduced 
by M. RosrovTZEFF, A History of the Ancient World, II (Rome), t 9 2 7, Pl. XC. 

From the debris in the great rock trench in the southern si<le of the 
Ptolemaic Enclosure many parts of inscript~ons in Greek, but Roman in 
date, have come to light. Three ofthese are being included. by Profes
sor Wace in his forthcoming article (referred to above) on the Ptolemaic 
base-inscriptions from the same site. The first of these (Reg. No. P. 
8735), cut on nummulitic limestone, mentions Serapis an<l refers to a 
dromos or temple-approach; the second (Reg. No. P. 8892), on grey 
marble, is a dedication to Zeus, Helios the Great, Serapis, and the Gods 
in the same temple (6l for the safety of some' emperor; and the third 

C1l Where H. GAUTHIER, Dictionnaire 
des Noms Geographiques, IV, p. 5, re
gards it as having been s tuated. 

''I I had previously suggested (in 
Bull. de la Soc. Royale d'Arch. d'Alex,. 
XXXV,p.159)thatthecultofMithras, 
essentially an underground one, was 
carried out in these passages, for a 
statue of this god was found in the 
Serapeum in 19o5-19o6. 

'"l Published by E. BRECCIA, in Bull. 
de la Soc. Royale d'Arch. d'Alex., XXVI, 

p. 260 f., pl. XXVI. 
. C'J Cf. also the inscription on the 

life-sized statue of the Apis bull of Ha
drian found in the Serapeum whi ;hmen
tions "Serapis and the Gods in the same 
temple". The expression "the Gods 
in the same temple" is a common one 
in the Grreco-Roman inscriptions of 
Egypt. See for example M. LETRONNE, 
Recueil des lnscrs. Grecques et Latines de 
l' Egypte, I. 

- 39 -
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Ro~uN ENCLOSURE (contd.). 

(Reg. No. P. 9 o 2 6), on black granite, another dedication to the same 
deities. Near these fragments we discovered parts of a beautiful white 
marble altar (Reg. Nos. P. 8512, 8Slrn, 8676, 9110, 9157, 9502) 
which, by anal-ogy, I believe to have been dedicated to the Genius of a 
Roman emperor of the early part of the 1st. cent. A. D.; see Fig. 9 (tl. 
On the rock above and to the north of the great niche was unearthed 
recently part of a black granite clepsydra (Reg. No. P. 9161), a sketch 
of which is given in Fig. 10. In the upper register, to the left, is 
Ptal) with a king in front making offeri11gs to the god. The text 
reads : '' •.. his father, given life". In the lower register is written : 
" ... the great [god], lord of ReQwy ... " On this locality see H. GAU
THIER, Dictionnaire des Noms geographiques, III, pp. 124, 137. The 
totem-sign ~ above the standard-sign, hitherto rendered nefer (?), 
is used in the names of the following districts of Lower Egypt :
( 1) Part of the Vth Nome; ( 2) The Vllth Nome-where it is followed 
by p «West», and (3) The Vlllth Nome-in this case followed by t 
«East». Cf. op. cit., pp. 87, 88, 12 i. Unfortunately, the text on our 
vase is broken so that it is impossible to determine whether p or t followed 
the sign above the standard one. There is no doubt that r!iwy was the 
value of the totem-sign in the Ptolemaic era. (The name of the chief 
god of the Vllth Nome was~} J I;lw; cf. E. A. W. BuDGE, The Gods ef 
tlte Egyptians, I, t 906, p. 99). Dr. Et. Drioton has kindly sent me the 
following note on the clepsydra : '' Ce fragment de vase en granit noir, 

C'l Cf. the somewhat similarly-shaped 
altar, dedicated perhaps to the Genius 
of the living emperor Vespasian, illus
trated by DAREMBERG et S!GLIO, Diet. des 
Antiquites Grecques et Romaines, I, p. 3 5 2, 

and referred to by E. STRONG, La Scul
tura Romana, I, 1923, pp. 125, 126. 
See also W. ALTMANN, Die Riimischen 
Grabaltiire, etc., 19o5, pp. 9 ff. ; 
S. REINACH, Repertoire de la Statuaire 

Grecque et Romaine, I, 189 7, pp. 119 ff.; 
and E. STRONG, Roman Sculpture, 19 o 7, 
pp. 57-59 (Augustanaltars),pp.126-
131 (Flavian altars), pl. XXI (plane
tree leaves resembling those seen on 
our altar). The Serapeum altar frag
ments are being published by Pro
fessor WAcE in the Bull. de la Soc. 
Roy ale d' Arch. d' Alex., XXXV I. 
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RoMAN ENCLOSURE (concluded). 

a inscription gravee, est certainement un morceau de clepsydre. Cf. J.E.A., 
XVII, pp. 17 4 ff., Ancient Egypt, 192 6, pp. 6 3 ff. 

Le detail du pied avec orteils permet de le dater de i'epoque ptole-
rnaique. La mention <=> l ,} lll est exti:~mernent interessante. Elle 

o"======3==4==5 cm s . 

Fig. 1 o. - Fragment of Ptolemaic black granite clepsydra (water-clock) 
used lo determine the hour-intervals of the night for the temple-watches. 
Found in Alexandria Serapeum. (!leg. No. P. 9161 ). Cf. AooENDA,-No. 1 ~. 

donne certainement une lecture de ~ a l'epoque ptolemalque, et monlre 
qu'a cette epoque on identifiait le nome dont la capitale etait r!nv avec 
le ~ des anciennes inscriptions. Mais cette constatation, loin d'eclaircir 
la question, la rend encore plus obscure : 
- rliw est certainernent ( GAuTHillR, Diet. des noms geogr., Ill, p. 137) la 
capitale du XV• nome de B. E., Hermopolite. 
- ~ [p] designe certainement le Vll• norne de B.E., Metelite". 

l 
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VIL- GENERAL. 

Owing to the fact that the debris in the Serapeum area has generally 
been turned over and over again no reliable evidence for dating levels is 
to be obtained from it in most cases. As lo the potlery found during the 
recent excavations, this ranges from about the 1v th cent B. C. to the 
xrv th cent. A. D., and will be dealt with elsewhere. 

With reference to lhe remains of a porphyry statue-about 3. 36 m. 
high-said to have been found before 177 8 A. D. at the base of the great 
''Column of Dioclctian" (the so-called'' Pompey's Pillar" ) (tl, and which 

• may or may not have surmounted the column, I draw attention to the 
fact that there is in the Graeco-Roman Museum, Alexandria, a colossal 
seated statue of porpyhry (representing Diocletian according to some), 
the head and feet of which are missing. Its present height is 2 . 8 2 m ; 
at the base, the present side length is 1. 2 o m., and the front 1. 3 o m. 
It was found in 1870 A. D. in front of the Attarine Mosque, Alexandria. 
Museum Reg. No. 5934. Sec CAnROL et LEtLEBCQ, Diet. d'Arclufologie 
Cltreti'enne, II, cols. 1568f., VlJ, cols. 2436f., also E. BRECCIA, Alex
andrea ad £gyptum, eel. 19 2 2, pp. 1o3, 2 3 5. Further, an Arab writer 
of the vmth cent., YussefNegm eel-Din el-Maanclub, writes as follows: 
''A statue of stone crowned the column elevated in the middle of the 
ground which was formerly the court of a pagan temple that the 
Christians had destroyed in part in order to transfer it into a citadel "'(2l. 

( I ) Cf. G. BorTI, Fouilles a la Calonne 
Theodosienne, pp. A 9, 8 7 ( = Description 
de l'Egypte, V, p. lq5; M. LETRONNE, 
Recueil des lnscrs. Grecques et Latines de 
l'EJ·ypte, I, p. 177, a d D Bois, Cat. de 
la Colle. tion Choiseul-Gouffier, p. 1 1 7 ; 
ther m11i .sar,•i 1Paris). Bom,op.cit .. 
p. 8 7, r -oLrs to still another porphyry 
statue («la statue Cassas ») from AL·x
andria, which is about 7 .oo m. high. 
He says it had probably been erected 

in some public place or even on the 
Heptastade. Its prP,sent position is 
w1k .. own. It will be noticed from our 

.plan that the column is in the space ' 
between the two Enclosures. The site 
chosen for its erection is the highest 
part of the plateau. Cf. pl. VI. 

('l See Abbes SuARD et P. Soun1cE, 
Essais sur l' Identification des Monuments 
d' Alexandrie, p. 1 2 • 
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It is 1·ecorcled 'that in 17 3 3 A. D. one foot and ankle of the statue were 
still in situ on top of the column ( cf. J. WmTE, £gyptiaca, 18 o 1, p. 118, 
quoting E. !RwrN, Voyage up tlie R.ed Sea, ~· 3 7 o ). 

According to the plan in Description de l'Egypte, Antiquites, V, Pl. XXXIX, 
a great stadium lay partly south of the above mentioned column, 

but there is something not clear about :.y. ,..'?J.J.J 

this plan for if the details given by the f · ·f :f~:"'J 
French Expedition are correct part of ~ ~~ __ 

. I VH ·---\ 
the stadium must have overrun the c , • &i\)i 1 

south side of the Serapeum which is (}.\(//~~!ill~ j). 1 •· _....-\y·. ~ 
1 

of course impossible. On the other ( I , 
hand if the stadium really existed and \\ I 11 • 
was in the position indicated (we have \' J / ·. " 

found no trace~ of it) it must have 
been made after the Serapeum was ~,Ull' I) , l ~-' 1,~·· \ '· ··r. 
destrnyed in 3 9 1 A. D. by the Christians, Cl 0p,.,~,'~T1J ,,.-;,)! 
that is to say, it was Byzantine in date. ( ""CZ°·~~ .... 11 ~ 
An illustrated manuscript of the vth ~1·:,~11.W,.:N'W~ 

,·;~~i . D 

:~:~,( ~~:·;~;;;:,~~·;~~:·;:,L·,c,••;~; ~ .f.~ ..•• ".1.1t=r~ J 
was mainly responsible for the destr- ""'ill 
uction ( EuNAP. Vita JEdefii, p. 6!t), 
trampling under foot, in an attitude 
of triumph, the ruins of the Serapeum 
(Fig. 1 1) (11• The exterior courts 
appear not to have been destroyed 

Fig. 1 t. - The patriarrh Theophilus 
standing on the ruins of the A!Pxandria 

Serap~um. ( Clironique Alexandrine, 

Vth cent.) er. ADDENDA ,-No. I 3. 

(EVAGR. Hist. Eccles. ii, 5 ). Socrates (Hist. Er,cles. v, 16 ), in referring 
to the demolition of .he temple , states that the "bronze statues [ Wi>re] 

P l Cf. V. CHAPOT in G. HANOTAUX (ed.), 
Histoire de la Nation f:gyptien~e, p. li36 
and fig. A coloured facsimile of the 
scene is given in CABROL et LEcLERCQ, 
Diet. d' Archeologie Chretienne, III , plate 
opposite cols. 155 1 , 155 2 . It must 
be noted that as Christianity gained 

ground the Acropolis of the Serapeum 
was used as a kind of fortress for the 
black-robed pagan priests of Serapis 
and their followers. A. J. BurLER, The 
Arab Conquest of Egypt, p. l! 1 3. Some 
of th~ cist ·rns in the ar..,a doubtless 
date from this period. 
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melted down to make domestic vessels'', and records the discovery in the 
building of stones with hieroglyphic inscriptions. Theodoret (Hist. 
Eccles. v, 2 2) says that the great statue of Serapis, which was mainly of 
wood, was hacked to pieces, and the fragments burnt on the spot; the 
head was dragged around the city. Shortly afterwards Christian churches 
were erected over the ruins. As late as the xnth century A. D. there 
appear to have been remains of considerable importance on the Serapeum 
site, the last of them (great columns) being removed in 1 167 A. D. by 
~ar~j~, the vizier of Sultan Yussef Salah ed-Din, and thrown into the sea 

, in order to strengthen the defences of the city. From that time to this 
only the great'' Column of Diocletian" has remained as the most imposing 
witness to the past glories of the Serapeum. 

And now in that world-famous area once covered with beautiful build
ings and from which cries of" Great is the Name of Serapis" OJ reached 
to the heavens above, the excavations of the Graeco-Roman Museum are 
slowly but surely bringing to light a more or less clear picture of the 
Sacred Enclosures, and, as we shall see in SuPPLEMENT No. I, also of 
the great Temples of Serapis themselves (2l. 

My best thanks are due to the scientific members of the staff of the 
Graeco-Roman Museum (Victor Girgis Eff., Banoub Habashi Eff., Badie 
Abd el-Malek Eff.) for the way in which they have assisted in various di
rections in connection with the work of recording and so forth. The last 
named made all the plans and drawings with the exception of Figures in 
the Text Nos. 6-9, 11, which are the work of Ezzat Ibrahim Eff., Res
torer of the Museum. I have to thank Professor Alan Wace for certain 
suggestions, which have been added in this article. 

<1l MErA TO ONOMA TOY :LA
PAnlAOL See G. LAFAYE, Histoire du 
Culte des Divinites d' Alexandrie, pp. 2 5 2, 

3 o 6, where also is given another com
mon saying : EiC ZEYC CEPAnlC 
"Serapis alone is Zeus" (or similar). 
Cf. also G. BoTT1, in Bulletin de l'Institut 
Egyptien, 1898, p. 4i. 

<'l Incidentally, there are the remains 

of foundations (roughly-hewn stones 
set in hard cement) of some large Ro
man building to the south of the great 
column ; these remains are to be seen 
to the west of the supposed mauso
leum ( ?) , or cenotaph (?),on its south
east side, and on the high rock mass 
inside it. Cf. pl. VII ("R"). 
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ADDENDA. 

1 .-''The earliest literary evidence that we possess concerning the 
Greek temples in Egypt1 is the passage of Athenams (xv. 18) .. ., describ
ing the existence of a temple of Aphrodite at Naukratis as early as 688 
B. C. The next passage which bears on the subject is that of Herodotos 
(ii. 159), mentioning that Neqo, in 608 B. C., dedicated his corslet to 
the Milesian Apollo, in the mother temple of Branchidre; showing· that the 
Milesians had already familiarised the Egyptians with the worship of their 
great deity; and pointing therefore to the existence of a Miiesian temple 
to Apollo in Egypt before that time. The last and most general evidence 
is that of Herodotos (ii. 178 ) which shows that at the latest the Greeks 
of Naukratis had in the time of Amasis, temples of Zeus, Hera, and Apollo, 
besides the sacred temenos of the Pan-Heilenion (t l. But the passage 

does not exclude an earlier age for these foundations, before 570 B. C. " 

-W. M. F. PETRIE, Naukratis, I, p. 1 i. 

2 .-The statue head of the Pharaoh and the statue of the falcon of 
Horus, once on the plateau top of the Serapeum ( cf. Bull. de la Soc. Royale 
d'Arch. d'Alex., XXXV, p. 134, Pl. XXXVI, figs. 1, 2), are now in the 

Graeco-Roman Museum. Reg. Nos. P. 9191, 9190. 
3.-The Serapeum ''vase" mentioned in op. cit., p. 152, Pl. XLII, 

fig. 5, is actually a pyxis. 

<1l With regard to Naucratis, E. A. 
GARDNER, Naukratis, II, p. 9, later wrote: 
''From ancient literature we know of 
five early religious foundations at Nau
kratis ; four of these are m_entioned by 
Herodotus : first the Great Hellenion, 
then the precincts separately dedicated 
by the £ginetans to Zeus, by the Sa
mians to Hera, and by the Milesians to 
Apollo. Of a fifth foundation, appa
rently as early and as important as-any 
of these, we hear from Athenreus, who 

tells a story, to which we shall have to 
recur, about the favour shown by 
Aphrodite to a Naukratite in danger at 
sea, and about a Cypriote image dedi
cated by him to the goddess in her 
temple at Naukratis. . . Another te
menos, not mentioned by classical 
authors, was also discovered, and was 
proved by the evidence of inscriptions 
to be sacred to the Dioscuri ; but their 
temple still remained buried" . 

I 
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l1.-For further observations on the history of the (Roman) Sera
peum, the great staircase at the east, the dimensions of the Acropolis, 
the centre court and peristyle, the Temple of Isis (sic), a Ptolemaic 
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Fig. 1~. - Shows final details of S.-W. corner of Ptolemaic Serapeum. - Not 

completely excavated when Pl. XI was made. 

inscription from the Serapeum referring to Apollo (11, the piscma, the 
'' M,egarum of the West" ( = the great underground passages with 

Pl Cf. E. BRECCIA, Iscrizioni Greche e Latine, 1911, p. 98, No. 168, whose copy of 
the text differs from that of Botti in the above mentioned Bulletin de l' Institut Egyptien. l 
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inscnpt10ns of Hermanoubis), etc., see G. BoTTI, in Bulletin de l'lnstitut 

Egyptien, 1898, pp. 29 ff. 
5.-In my previous article referred to in No. 2 above I omitted to 

add that Vespasian saw a vision in the temple of Serapis; TACIT. Hist., 
lib. iv.§ 81, 8:L ed. Brotier. In the_ same article (p. 157),-the
inscription copied by Sand ys is actual! y from another so-called'' Pompey's 

Pillar" in the Bosphorus. 
6 .-For Alexandrian coin representations showing :- ( 1) Serapeum 

Temple with figure of Serapis; ( 2) Temple within the Serapeum-the 
Adrian on or Hadrian um (?); and ( 3) The Sacred Barge of Ser~pis, see 
R. S. PooLE, Catalogue of the C~ins of Alexandria, etc., pp. xc-xciv. 

7.-Plates XIII, XIV, and XV, have been added to this article in 
order to include the results of the excavations made in the area to the 
west of the Ptolemaic Enclosure up to the middle of September, 19!15. 

8.-The large late Roman(?) or Early Christian (?) cistern seen in 
ieft centre of Pl. IX, and in detail in Pls. XIII ( B), XIV, consists of four 
cement-faced brick tanks built inside a lining of masonry (lJ which surrounds 
the lower parts of the walls of a great rectangular rock-cut open trench M. 

The tanks are connected at the base by a pottery pipe in each, the western
most one of which opens into a short rock passage leading westwards 
into a long underground passage also in the rock, but running roughly 
at right angles to the north-west. This passage (commencement indi
cated in Pls. IX, XIII (A), XIV) has been examined for a length of 
1 3 o. 3 o m. ( = !.i 2 7 feet); but how much longer it is, it is impossible to 
ascertain, as it runs below a modern cemetery at the north of the site l3l . 

The ceiling of the passage is usually horizontal but in places in A-shaped; 

C'> The ends of some of the masonry 
blocks are inserted in holes specially cut 
in the rock; this made a good bond. 
The masonry was originally much 
higher than the cistern \see section on 
pl. XIV). 

l'l It is uncertain if the trench were 
made specially for the cistern or if it 
were originally excavated for some other 

purpose. 
c• i This long passage is obviously 

contemporary with the cistern. Nei
ther passage is cement-lined. The 
present excavated northern part of the 
long passage is about 26.70 m. west 
of the west outer wall of the Ptolemaic 
Enclosure. See pl. XVIII. 
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a few of the walls are lined with crude masonry. The passage width 

averages o. 80 m., while the height varies between about 2. 3o m. to 
3. 5 o m. The floor of the passage, at the south, i-s 8. 5 o m. below the 

rock surface above, and at the north (where the surface is much lower 

than at the south), only 4 . 3 o m. Above the rock surface over the · 

passage there is a layer of debris varying in thickness from 2. 4o m. at 

the south to 5. 9 o m. at the north. There are about seventeen pits 

leading down at intervals to the top of the passage, the first (in order 
from south. to north) being just west of the large cistern itself (ll. The 

top of the sixteenth pit from the south is covered over with large 

slabs of limestone, and has broken walls of small stones and mortar on its 

east side, the significance of which is not yet clear. Cf. Pl. XVIII. 
A little distance to the south of the covered-in pit have just been found 

the remains of an Early Christian structure of about the late 1vth cent. 

A. D. These remains (see above Plate) consist chiefly of part of an 

enormous wall of some kind-or just possibly a road-made of irregular 

stones set in mortar; some of the pits mentioned above actually run 
through this "wall". Built inside the east face of the "wall" is a long 

narrow water channel; this had the upper parts of many 1vth-vth cent. A. D. 

amphorre in it, some bearing that type of the sacred monogram of Christ 

(compare Fig. 1 4) which was common after 3 5 5 A. D. and during 
the next century. Cf. Guide to the Early Christian Antiquities ( ffritish 

Museum), 19 21, p. So. This structure is therefore contemporary or 
even associated with the famous Monastery and Church dedicated to 

St. John the Baptist which were built on the site shortly after the des

truction of the temple of Serapis in 3 9 t A. D. Although the structure 
is at present far from being cleared it may he added that a hvo-metre 
wide mosaic path, running up to its west side, has recently been found. 

Near the path was discovered a black opaque-glass Early Christian 

<1 J There is a short passage, 2 . 8 o m. 
long, on the south side of this pit. 
Another short passage, 1 .7 0 m. long, 
is high up on the east side of the great 
rock trench. Between the third and 

' 

fourth pits from the south, and on 
the east side, is a small upper passage, 
roughly semi-circular in plan ; its two 
ends open into the long passage. 
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weight measuring 5. 5 cm. by 5. 1 cm., and 1. 6 cm. thick (Reg. 

No. P. 9 6 6 5 ). This bears the incised signs CN:>, which indicate what 

its weight is supposed to he, namrly, 2 ounces and 1 solidus= 5 9 gr. 1 o 
(actually the object weighs 60 gr.). Above the centre sign is a small 

cross+. er. F1coRONI, I piombi antichi, Rome, 1760, II, Pl. xx, 24 

(reference from Dr. Et. Drioton ) (tl. See Fig. 14. 

9. - From about half way down in the great pit H west of the Sera
peum ( cf. Pl. XIII ) was found part of a white marble slab with latin ins
cription-Reg. No. P. 9836-reading iWJi RIMONIVM.PRAEF. ANN iWJi 

(the last two words to he restored to Prmfectus annome), which refers to an 

Alexandrian Prefect of Alimentation of about the 1vth cent. A. D. Cf. 

L. HoHLWEIN, l'Egypte Romaine, 1912, pp. 99, 215, 225, 235, 254. 
M. 0. Gueraud informs me that the office is attested for the first time 

in 34 9 A. D. (Cod. Theod. 1 2. 6 ,3); it was subsidiary to that of the 

Prmfectus urbi of Constantinople. 

1 o.-From the lower part of a rough hole out in the rock west of 

the Serapeum-cf. Pl. XHI, upper right corner-were brought to light 

some parts of a howl of light-brown pottery beautifully decorated in colours 
with figures of birds and branches of trees (Reg. No. P. 9856 ). The 

birds are depicted in a most realistic manner and are certainly the work 

of a first class artist. This unique howl dates from the Roman era, and 

is somewhat reminiscent of the late style of Pompeii (2l. See Frontispiece, 

made by Badie Ahd el-Malek Eff., also SuPPLEMENT No. II ( D ). 
1 t.-Since SECTION VI has been in print still another quarrymen's 

mark h.as been found in the Serape um; this is a swastika and is incised 

on a block in situ in the west wall of the Ptolemaic Enclosure, and on a 

loose block on the floor of the atrium west of the great column. Cf. also 
SuPPLEMENT No. I for additional marks. More marks are recorded by 

NEROUSTOS BEY in Bulletin de l'lnstitut l!,gyptien, No. 13, 1875, p. 171; 

<1J In the latter example, however, an 
anchor is shown in place of the cross. 

C'l Cf. also the "Pompeian" frescoes 
from our Serapeum temple mentioned 
in a footnote in SuPPLEMENT No. I; also 

CahiElr n° ~ . 

the frescoes of later date in a Roman 
tomb near Ascalon published by J. ORY, 
in Quarterly of the Department of Antiqui
ties in Palestine, VIII, pp. 38 ff. 

4 
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these were on blocks below the Maison Debane on the Boulevard de 

Ramleh, Alexandria, an<l are : rn and ri-,. 
12.-With regard to the clepsydra fragment seen in Fig. 1 o, this 

shows (in upper . register, to left) part of the figure of Ptal;i, god of the · 

llnd Month; the eleven other month-deities are on the missing fragments. 

Behind the go cl, that is to say, inside the clepsydra, is a section of a vert

ical row of twelve small holes forming the 1 2-hour scale for the month 

referred to. For other water-clocks cf. G. DAnEssr, in 01;· cit., '!'ome IX, 

191 5 , pp. 5 ff. -

1 3 .-For the full publication, in colour, of the Chronique Alexandrine 

( cf. Fig. 11), see A. BAUER and J. SrnzYGOWSKI, Eine Alexandrinisclie 

Weltclironilc, 1905. It may h~re he noted that Cynegius the prretorian 

prefect actually co-operated with Theophilus in the occupation of the 

Serapeurn ( J. G. MILNE, A History of Egypt under Roman Rule, 19 2 4 ,-

p. 22 o ). 
14 .-With further referen.ce Lo foundation deposits discovered in Greece 

(see SECTION V ( B)), at Perachora underneath the statue base in the 

v1th century temple of Hera Akraia were brought to light five Corinthian 

coins and a few small pieces of gold jewellery. Since, however, the 

coins are of the late vth or early 1vth centUl'Y 13.-C. this deposit is not 

contemporaneous with the building of the temple. The statue base does 

not bond with the floor of the temple and so a new cult statue may have 

been erected in the early 1vth century. The treasure should then be 

regarded as a foundation or dedicatory deposit made on the occasion of 

the setting up of the new cult statue of the goddess. See H. PAYNE, 

Peraclwra, I, 1960, pp. 81 f., 108. 

1 5.-The writer craves the indulgence of the reader for the somewhat 

unclassified arrangement of the plates, which is due to the fact that cir

cumstances made it necessary for them to be sent to the printer not alto

gether but in different lots as they were prepared from time to time by 

the artist. In fact, the plates together with the text of the main part of 

the article and that of the succeeding ADDENDA and SuPPLEMENT No. I 

roughly indicate chronologically the progress of the excavations. 

-........ 

SUPPLEMENT No. I. 

ACCOUNT OF THE ACTUAL DISCOVERY OF THE TEMPLES 

OF SERAPIS AND SHRINE OF HARPOCRATES 

(EXCAVATIONS OF OCTOBER, 1945). 

TEMPLE OF SERAPJS (founded by Ptolemy Ill ).-Since the above article 

has Leen in page-proofsOl the Graeco-Rornan Museum has been fortunate 

enough to identify the actual remains Qf the famous Alexandrian Ptole

maic and Roman Temples of Serapis and a Ptolemaic Shrine of Harpo

crates. The Ptolemaic Temple, as is proved by ·part of a foundation 

deposit in a small hole cut in the rock discovered on 3 oth October, 194 5, 

is none other than the building wrongly assumed by Botti to be the 

Iseum, and is situated inside the Pt0lemaic Enclosure ( cf. Pls. VII, IX, 

XVI,XVII). Thedeposit(Reg. Nos. P. 10069-10052), actually in the 

south-east corner of the building-see Pl. XVI; No. 6-consists of the 

following 12l : -(i) Fragments of a plaque of mud; (ii) a plaque of 

greenish opaque glass, 5.95 X 5.95 cm.; (iii ) a plaque of greenish 

opaque glass, 1 t.35x6.95 cm.; and (iv) a ~plaque of dark green and 

red opaque glass, 6.80 x 5.1 o cm., with two black ink inscriptions, 

namely, Greek on one side and hieroglyphic on the other. The thickness 

of the plaques varies between o.55 to 0.60 cm. Fortunately, the fourth 

plaque has just been cleaned, enabling us to see that its hieroglyphic 

text ·is exactly the same as that of the plaques of Ptolemy III previously 

f 

t11 The author has endeavoured to 

bring these pre-supplement proofs up 

to date as far as possible without upset

ting the pages ; descriptions of certain 

plates also have been revised where 

necessary. 

<2> The gold, silver, bronze and other 

opaque glass plaques had been removed 

in ancient times ; there must have been 

ten plaques in all as in the temenos 

cqrners. The deposit hole was not 

covered by a stone when found. 

4. 
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found in the south-east and south-west corners of the Ptolemaic Enclo

sure; in other words, it records of this monarch that [~) C( ~ = ~ ~ 
[fl] ~ ;" (1), "He made the Temple and the Sacred Enclosure of Serapis ". 

' Further, the Greek version is identical with that on the two other sets of 

plaques of Ptolemy Ill (2l. The finding of this third set of plaques is most 

important as the site of the Temple of Serapis is now firmly established for 

the first time. Like the Edfu Temple, also founded by Ptolemy III, the 

building has its main axis from south to north and is at the north end 
of a colonnacled Enclosure. Near the temple, the Ptolemaic Enclosure 

has an overall width from east to west of 76.00 m.-a metre less than 

at the north end-and an inside u:idth of 55.oo m. This latter width is 

narrower than we had previously thought, because we have just discov
ered another parallel foundation trench at 4.3o m. east of the innermost 
of the two trenches at the west of the Enclosure indicated in Pl. IX; the 
newly-discovered or third trench is shown in Pl. XVII (3J. Also, as it 

has been discovered that the two outer trenches have traces of small 
cross trenches (4J at more or less regular. intervals between them, and for 

all their length, it now seems evident that all these particular connecting 
trenches were for the foundations of a series of rooms running complet

ely along the west side of the Enclosure (fiJ. The third or innermost long 

C1l The signs in brackets are worn 
away in the original text. The ins
cription is preceded by the :!, ~ and 
~ names of Ptolemy III, parts of 
the signs for which are missing. 

C•l When the Temple of Serapis is 

completely excavated Professor W ace 
(who was with me at the time of the 
discovery of the four temple plaques), 
and myself, hope to make a joint publi
cation on it. 

C5l The overall width of the three 

trenches is 1 3. 4 o m. ; while that of the 
foundations of the outer wall and co
lonnade at the east of the same Enclo
sure is 7 .60 m; 

c•J Some of the cross trenches have 
masonry in them. 

C5l Compare the small rooms in the 
snuthern part of the Enclosure. Ac
cording to Rufinus '(already quoted 
above) it seems that around the plateau 
top there were, apart from lecture halls, 
rooms in which lived the temple guards, 
the priests vowed to chastity, and the 
shrine-bearers. Aphthonius says that 
certain [other] rooms-dollbtless chiefly 
those in the southern part of the En
closure- were used for the books of 
the Library, for the study of philoso
phy, and for the cult of ancient deities. 
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trench (and not the second one from the outside as believed before) 

would thus have supported the foundation blocks of the colonnade(1). 
As will be seen from the provisional plan in Pl. XVII the excavated 

part of the Ptolemaic Temple as a whole may be divided conveniently 

into three sections :- ' 
1) Centre Section; for details see Pl. VII. This is 16.20 m. (maximum) 

in width from east to west. The deposit of three plaques already men

tioned above came from its south-east corner and shows that this section, 
at least, was erected by Ptolemy Ill to Serapis. No other deposits have 

so far been found in this part of the temple which, incidentally, is in 

some degree covered by the remains of what is evidently the Roman 

Temple of Serapis. 
2) Westei-n Section; details seen in Pl. VII. This is 1 9.1 5 m. ( max

imum) in wiclth from east to west, and its face is set back 6.5o m. to 

the · north of that of the centre section. Two limestone blocks of this 

section bear the quarrymen's marks LA; another block has L with I ( = Z) 

crossing the L. 

It must be noted that if we regard tl(e centre and western sections as 
a unit, this unit is exactly centered in the interior part of the Ptolemaic 

Enclosure, there Leing about 1 o.oo m. between it and the long north

south colonnade on either side. There are three chief possibilities 

concerning the western section, namely, (i) That it was a building erec
ted by an earlier king-cf. footnote on first page of this article (2l ; (ii) 

that it formed part of the actual temple of Serapis of Ptolemy III, or 

(iii) that it was the Temple of Isis, which, at least in the writings of the 

C1l In Roman times a parallel wall of 
small stones set in hard cement was 
added on either side of the lower 
blocks in this trench ( cf. pl. XVII), 
thus making, with the masonry inside, 
a solid foundation 2 .9 o m. in width, 
upon which no doubt columns larger 
than the older or Ptolemaic ones were 
erected. It may be that the three co
lumns of grey granite (two complete 

and one broken), now remaining just 
west of the atrium, actually formed part 
of the Roman colonnade ; their di
mensions are given in a footnote in 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

C'l If this particular possibility is 

correct perhaps the r-shaped trench 
to the south of the supposed mausole
um ( cf. Pl. XVII) is actually part of an 
unfinished Enclosure for this building. 
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Roman era, is bracketed with the Temple of Serapis : To ~epa.7relov xa.l 
TO la-eiov (l l. 

3) Eastern Section; details seen in Pl. XVI. This is a shrine erected 
to Harpocrates; its description is now given. 

ADJACENT Su.RtNE OF HARPOCRATES (built by Ptolemy IV).-It was on the 
28th October, 1945, that the Museum discovered the rock-cut found
ations of the small _rectangular shrine which shortly afterwards turned 
out to be one dedicated to the god Harpocrates, son of Serapis and Isis; 
this is 8.80 m. in length from south to north and 5.oo in width from 
east to west. Its rock floor is 1. 3 o m. below that of the great temple. 
The descending steps cut in the rock at its south end ( cf. Pl. VII) ~how 
traces of having been partly destroyed by the builders of the shrine, 
and therefore must originally have been connected with the centre section 

. of the temple. ~art of the foundations of the eas-t wall of the Roman 
Temple of Serapis run over the long axis of the shrine. Cf. Pls. VII 
(made before shrine was cleared), XVI, X VlJ. The presence of the 
shrine is interesting because it confirms inscriptions found elsewhere in 
the Serapeum area which refer to '' Serapis and the Gods who are with 
him in the Temple" (2l. There were originally eight separate deposits in 
the shrine, each consisting of ten plaques, which were placed in pairs 
of two in every corner as seen in the plan in Pl. XVI. No plaques were 
found in holes Nos. 8, 9, 1 o and 1 1 (if indeed this last is a deposit 
hole), which had been completely plundered in ancient days. 

Deposit No. L l3l (Reg. Nos. P. 1oo2 6 -1oo3 5) consists of the follow
ing :-( i) Fragments of a plaque of mud; (ii) a plaque of bronze, bro
ken in pieces, 6 .4 o cm. in width-doubtless once bearing dotted Greek 
and hieroglyphic texts like No. x below, hut all now disappeared; (iii) 

_,A 

(IJ The centre and western sections 

of the temple, at the north, are .below 
a modern cemetery. Botti's fantastic 

map of the area is republished in Bull. 
de la Soc. Royale d'Arch. d'Alex., XXXV, · 
p. 126. 

('l Cf. SECTION VI above. ~- -< ~ ~, 

<3l Contained in a rock cut hole mea

suring 27.00 x 18.00 cm. with a 

depth of 8.oo cm. The rest of the 
deposits to be described below were 
in holes of about the same size as 
this one . . 
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a plaque of greenish opaque glass, 12.oox6.ooxo.65 cm.(ll; (iv) a 
plaque of bluish green opaque glass, 10.1ox5.9oxo.3o cm.; (v) a 
plaque of greenish opaque glass, 10.oox5.7oxo.3o cm.; (vi) a plaque 
of dark green opaque glass, 12.8ox5.6oxo.45cm.; (vii) a plaque of 
light green opaque glass, 12.9ox 6.ooxo.60 cm.; (viii) a plaque of 
bluish opaque glass, 16.2ox6.4oxo.95 cm., with traces of Greek and' 
hieroglyphic texts on one side in black ink; (ix) a plaque of silver, 
1 i.2ox5.5o cm.-with two clotted texts 'like No. x below, and (x), a 
plaque of gold, 16.85x5.15 cm., weight 13.40 gr. See Pl. XVI. 
The last plaque has Greek and hieroglyphic texts on one side consisting 
of signs made from a series of dots punched in from the from the front. 
The former text, which is above the latter, is as follows (cf. Pl. XVI ) :-

BAI:I /\ EYI:nTOt\ EM AIOI:BAI:I /\ EQI: 
nTO/\ EM A IOY KA I BAI:I/\ II:I:HI:BEPEN I KHI: 
8EQN EYEPrETQNAPnOXPATEI KATA 
nPOI:T ArMAI:APAn160I:KAllI:l60I: 

"King Ptolemy [ lVJ, son of King Ptolemy [Ill] and Queen Berenice, 
the Gods Benefactors : To Hurpocrates, according to the direction of 
Serapis and Isis". This text therefore indicates that the shrine was made -
by Ptolemy IV (221-203 B.C.), perhaps as a result of a dream or an 
oracle t2l. The hieroglyphic text is in enigmatical form and is being dealt 
with in an article following the present one by Dr. Et. Drioton, who 
kindly informs m~ that the inscription practically follows the Greek phra
seology but omits the title t1t1 "Gods Benefactors". The deposit was 
covered by a reclangular block of limestone measuring 95.oox66.oox 
50.00 cm. (height). On the under side of the block was an incised 
quarrymen's or contractor's mark, xx l3l. The south part of the block was 
covered hy foundations of the Roman Temple. 

<1l The last measurement is of course 

the thickness. 
· (' l Professor Wace draws my atten

tion to the passages of Suetonius and 
Tacitus (cf. our AoDENDA,- No. 5) saying 
that when Ve~pasian had to make the 

most important decision of his life he 

went alone to the Temple of Serapis 

to take the auspices. 
(3) None of the other deposits men

tioned in this SuPPLEMENT had covering 
stones at the time of discovery. All holes 

were filled in with earth or sand after 

the plaques had been placed in them. 

I 

, I 
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D,eposil J\'o. 3 (Reg. Nos. P. 10037-10046) is similar in contents to 
Deposit No. 1 and consists of the following :-(i) Fragments of a plaque 
of mud; (ii ) a plaque of greenish opaque glass, J. 2.2ox5.75xo.4o cm.; 
(iii) a plaque of brownish green opaque glass, 10.oox5.6oxo.4o cm.; 
(iv) a plaque of greenish opaque glass, 9.ltox5 .3o x o.4o cm.;. (v) a 
plaque of bluish opaque glass, 9.95x5.8oxo.35 cm.; (vi) a plaque of 
greenish opaque glass, 9 .80 X 5.8o x o.3 5 cm., with traces of Greek 
and hieroglyphic texts in black ink on one side; (vii) a plaque of 
greenish faience, 14.5 ox 6. 3 o X o. 6 o cm.; (viii) a plaque of bronze, 
12.6ox6.1 o cm., with traces of dotted texts on one side; (ix) a plaque of 
silver, 1 i.2ox5.4o cm., OJ also with dotted texts; and (x), a plaque of 
gold, 1o.85 X 5 .1 o cm., weight 13.o5 gr. The last one has punched-in 
dotted Greek and hieroglyphic texts similar to those of gold plaque of 
Deposit No . 1, hut the spacing of the Greek is not the same in both cases. 
See Pl. XVI. This particular deposit was once enclosed in a kind of 
plaster box, remains of which we found (Reg. No. P. 10047). 

Deposit No. 2 (Reg. No. P. 10036) consists of small fragments of 
plaques of silver, bronze, opaque glass, and mud. 

Deposit No. 4 (Reg. No. P. 100&8) consists of small fragments of 
plaques of bronze and opaque glass. 

Reference has already been made above in SECTIONS IV and V to 
other foundation plaques from Egypt naming Ptolemy IV, that is to say, 
from underneath the old Alexandrian Bourse, and from below two 
corners of the pavement of a building of the king at Tanis. Il is 
possible that the statue of Harpocrates, the inscribed base of which was 

unearth~ recently in the southern part of the Serapeum Enclosure 
(see SECTION VI), actually may once have stood in the newly-discovered 
shrine. At Alexandria also, a certain Apollonius and his family dedicated 

a statue on behalf of Ptolemy IV and Queen Arsinoe to Demeter and 

<1l The silver and bronze plaques 

were adhering when found and had 
not been taken apart at the time of 

writing. No Greek text is visible in 

No. viii; both Greek and hieroglyphic 
texts appear in No. ix. All texts are 
dotted in from front. No. iii has traces 
of hieroglyphs on each side. 
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Kore and Justice while Diodotus, of the same city, made a dedication 
on behalf of the king and queen to Serapis and Isis (tl . Another inter
esting Alexandrian inscription is one dedicated by Ptolemy IV to Euho
dia (the Goddess of Good Journeying), apparent! y just before he started 
on his Syrian campaign in the spring of 2 1 7 B. C. On October 1 2 th 
of the same year the king returned as a victor and shortly afterwards 
married his sister Arsinoe (iJ. As the newly-found plaques of the king 
from the shrine of Harpocrates do not mention Arsinoe it must he 
presumed that they date from the time the king was single (3l. Now the 
famous Pithom Stela recording a decree passed by a synod of Egyptian 
priests at Memphis in November, 2 1 7 B. C.-and in which Ptolemy IV 
is mentioned as the husband of Arsinoe-refer~ to statues which the 
king brought back from Asia whither they had previously been taken 
from Egypt by the Persians, and adds that in order to commemorate 
the victory he gave on his return extra revenues to the temples of Egypt; 
he also restored or renewed the statues of the gods, presenting gold and 
precious stones for this and other purposes; and made temple equipment 
out of aold and silver (41. Thus it is not impossible that the foundation 

<1l Cf.E.BEVAN,A_History of Egypt under 
the Ptolemaic Dynasty, 1 g 2 7 , p. 2 li 1 • 

(' l Op. cit., pp . . 228, footnote 1, 

and 230. 

(3l Likewise, the Serapeum plaques 
of Ptolemy III do not mention the 

queen of this particular king (Bere
nice). She is named, however, with 

her husband on the gold plaque from 

Can opus (see SECTION IV). 
(' l The Canopic Decree, dating from 

the time of Ptolemy III and Queen 

Berenice (actually 2 3 7 B. C.), after 
stating that this royal couple " are 
continually performing many great 
benefits to the national temples, and 
increasing the honours of the gods, 

and in every respect take good care of 
Apis and Mnevis and the other renown-

ed sacred animals", adds that the king 

brought back some of the robbed 
statues from Asia. The decree orders 

that a gold statue of Berenice, the little 
daughter of the king and queen, who 

died at an early age, as well as a copy 
of the decree itself, was to be set up 
in the chief temples of Egypt which 

of course must have included the one 
he made for Serapis in the Alexandrian 
Serapeum, where later on no doubt a 

copy of the Memphite Decree of Pto- , 

lemy IV was erected. What is supposed 

to be a statue group representing the 
queen-mother Berenice with her little 
daughter is contained in the Graeco
Roman Museum (Reg. No. 1ligli2); 
it came from Alexandria. Cf. E. BRECCIA, 

Alexandrea ad Aegyptum, 1 g 2 2, p. 3 1 li. 
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plaques of the Shrine of Harpocrates, as well as evidently the shrine 
itself, were actually part of the general thanksgiving donations, the pla
ques themselves being made in the short period between the return from 
Syria and the marriage to Arsinoe. However that may have been the 
synod ordered that as Ptolem y IV had greall y assisted the temples a statue 
of himself and of his queen, both in Egyptian style, were lo be erected 
in all the important temples of Egypt, an image of the local god, in 
addition, being set up at the table of offerings at which the king's statue 
stood l11. The famous Alexandrian Temple of Serapis would of course 
been among those to have benefitted by the decre~. In concludjng this 
account of the Shrine of Harpocrates it must be mentioned that its 
founder, Ptolemy IV, is said in later times to have made an important 
building in Alexandria consisting, if the story is correct, of a large mau
soleum (compare the supposed great Ptolemaic mausoleum with its secret 
entrance passage, south of our Serapis Temple) (2l, in which he collected 
together or enclosed all the tombs or remains of his ancestors, including 
Alexander the Great, his own successors being buried in neighbouring 
tombs; the ashes of this same Ptolemy and his wife Arsinoe are staled 
to have been contained in silver funerary urns (3l. 

(ll See E. BEVAN, op. cit., pp. 232, 

3 88 ff. 
('l Cf. Pl. VII of this article. The 

supposed 1f.ausoleum is fully described 
by myself in Bull. de la Soc. Royale 
d'Arch. d'Alex., XXXV, pp. 1 ld1 ff., 
and Pl. XXXI. A_gainst the argument, 
sometimes put forth, that more or less 
contemporary tombs were not placed 
inside late Temple Enclosures are the 
words of Herodotus; II, 169 (partly 
quoted before) : "The Saites buried 
all the kings who belonged to their 
canton inside this temple (of Athena); 
and thus it even contains the tomb of 
Amasis, as well as that of Apries and 
his family. The latter is not so close 

to the sanctuary as the former, but 
still it is within the temple, It stands 
in the court .... '' (Tr. G. Rawlinson). 
Cf. further Clement of Alexandria (born 
about 150 A. D.) who, after referring 
to the setting up by Ptolemy II of the 
famous statue from Sinope, "upon the 
hill which they now call Rhacotis, where 
stands the honoured Temple of Sa
rapis", adds "and the spot is close to 
the burial-places. And they say that 
Ptolemy had his mistress Blistiche,who 
had died in Canopus, brought here and 
buried under the before mentioned shrine" 
(Exhortation to the Greeks, chap. 1v). 

(3l See in Bull. de la Soc. Royale 
d'Arch. d'Alex., XXXV, PP: 149, 15i. 

" I 

I'. 
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SuRINE OF ANOTHER DEJ.TY U)· Immediately to the north of the Har
pocrates shrine ( cf. Pl. XVI) the Museum found the rock-cut holes for 
two other deposits which, if they do not actually belong to the Harpo
crates building, are from what eventually may prove to be the southern 
part of an adjacent Ptolemaic shrine. Of the two deposits, No. 5 had 
been completely robbed in ancient · days while No. 7 111, also robbed, 
consisted at the time of discovery of a small piece of blackish opaque glass 

(Reg. No. P. 10053). 
The question why ten plaques should have been placed in every 

foundation hole made for Ptolemy III and his successor in the Serapeum 
is an interesting one. Perhaps each plaque represented a particular deity 
of a group of ten worshipped in_ the temple, namely, Serapis, Isis, 
Harpocrates, Anubis, and six others. 

CoNTEMPOIURY OnrncTs FROM THE PToLE~lAic SERAPIS TEMPLE. From this 
area have come in the past a votive altar apparently erected in honour 
of Ptolemv H and his wife (doubtless made after their death) (21, and 
the lower part of a colossal statue of red granite said lo be of a Ptolemaic ' 
prince or princess (3l. Among the contemporary objects found outside 
the Ptolemaic Temple, but which perhaps originally belonged to it, are 
the statue pedestal, now forming one of the foundation blocks of'' Dioc
letian's Column", with an inscription stating that the statue had been 
dedicated to Arsinoe Philadelphus, wife of Ptolemy II, by a certain Alex
andrian, Thestoe son of Satyrus (4); the two statues of Pa-shere-en-ptal}, 

<'l AH the deposits or deposit holes 
mentioned in this SuPPLEMENT (Nos. 1-

1 1) are numbered according to the 
order of their discovery. Zaki Effendi 
Iskander of the Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo, is kindly cleaning and solidifying 
(where necessary) the plaques men
tioned in this SuPPLEMENT ; his work in 
this respect is beyond all praise. 

('l Reg. No. 5 6. Cf. reference in . 
first footnote of this article, also E. 
BnEccu, Alexandrea ad Aegyptum, 19 2 2, 

p. 1 1 5, and Iscrizioni Greche e Latine, 
191 1 , pp. 3 f. 

<3l Reg. No. 1lt9lti. G. Borrr, 
Fouilles a la Calonne Theodosienne, 189 7, 
p. 1 2 6 c (here called "statue colossale 
d 'Isis") ; but cf. his Catalogue des Mo
numents exposes au Musee Greco-Romain, 
1 9 o o, p. 2 1 7, No. 1 8 2 ("princess 
lagide "), and E. BnEcc1A, Alexandrea ad 
Aegyptum, 1922, p. 169, No. i. 

(< ) Cf. Alan RowE, in Bull. de la Soc. 
Roy ale d' Arch. d' Alex., XXXV, p. 12 9. 

I 
I 
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an .Egyptian priest of the Serapeum ( tempus Ptolemy XI?) (I); a frag

ment of a white marble inscription mentioning that Berenice, wife of 
Ptolemy III, had accomplished some act, perhaps of devotion (2l; also 
three objects recently unearthed by us and referred to in SECTION VI 

above, namely, the base of a statue dedicated by Aristodemus to Serapis 
and Isis, the fragment of a clepsydra or water-clock, and an inscribed 
lamp of the household of an Archon (3l. 

TeE RoMAN TEMPLE OF SERAPrs. In the Roman period a new temple
identified by us in October, 196 5 __:_was erected over the remains of the 
older one which for some reason or other had been destroyed. The 

temple is rectangular in plan and was built of masonry laid over heavy 
foundations of small stones set in hard cement. In certain places
for instance on its west side and also above the Harpocrates shrine-the 
builders of the new temple had placed the foundations around and over 
certain blocks of the Ptolemaic temple which still remained in situ. The 

overall width from east to west of the Roman temple foundations is 
2 1.1 o m.; the building is centered almost exactly between the east and 
west inner walls of the Roman temenos, the separat~ng. distance at the east 
being 28.'1>0 m. and that at the west 27.30 m. 

The Enclosure itself was considerably larger than the Ptolemaic one, 

its east to west width being 105. 55 m. overall and 76.90 m. inside, as 
against the 77.00 m. (or, 76.00 m. U•l) and 55.oo m., respectively, of 
the older Enclosure. The details in Pl. XVII show that in the Roman 
era the western part of the older Enclosure was still used allhough, as 

l 1l Reg. Nos. 17533, 1753li. Cf. 
in op. cit., pp. 135, 136; in Annales 
du Service, VIII, pp. 6li-67, and 
SECTION III of this article. 

C2l Reg. No. 3 2. Cf. G. BoTTI, Ca
talogue des Monuments exposes au Musee 
Greco-Romain, p. 5 7 2, No. li 11, and 
end of SECTION III abovl'. 

C~l Remains of mural paintings, of the 
so-called Third Pompeian style, came 
from east of the actual temple. Cf. 

G. BOTTI, Fouilles a la Calonne Theodo
sienne, pp. 79 ff. (Museum Reg. 
Nos. 3186-3190); also our AnnENDA,
No. 1 o ,- bowl depicting birds in sup
posed Pompeian style. The Rev. Pere 
L. H. VINCENT, of Jerusalem, suggests 
the Second Pompeian style for the bowl 
decoration. 

c•i As. stated above the Ptolemaic En
closure is about a metre less in width 
near the Temple than at the south end. 
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we have already seen above, the foundations of the colonnade were wid

ened somewhat in ~rder no doubt to take columns larger than those 
previously existing. At the eastern side, however, three parallel found
ations walls of material similar to that of the Roman Temple foundations 
were added outside the older Enclosure (t l. There is no evidence at 

present to show whether or not there was, as at the west, a series of 
rooms running along this part of the Enclosure; if there were, there 
would not have been two colonnades as suggested in Pls. VII, IX, hut 
only one ( cf. Pl. XVH ). A side gateway to the Temple area at the east is 
indicated by the Roman stairway and the Lower Terrace (upon which 
rest some red granite blocks of a portal) seen in centre of the former 
plate (2l. The main entrance to the sacred area, both in Roman and Pto
lemaic times must of course, as stated above, have been at the south where 
a gigantic south-to-north stairway of marble was evidently built over 
the centre rooms and so forth sunk in the great trench cut in the rock. 

Although the actual date of the Roman Temple itself has not yet defi
nitely been ascertained it has to be recorded that the Graeco-Roman 
Museum has just discovered in the four corners of the deep rock-cut 
piscina belonging to this temple ( cf. Pl. XVII) some foundation deposits 
consisting altogether of fifty-eight bronze coins and three silver ones. 

Above each deposit was a huge block of limestone concealed in the thick 
floor of the piscina, the floor being exactly of the same material as the 
foundations of the Roman Temple itself. Though some of the coins 
await cleaning (3l, Professor Wace, who is kindly publishing these Roman 

I 

C1l The Ptolemaic colonnade and ac
companying outer wall at the east seem 
to have been removed when this work 
was done. 

l'l What is another side stairway 
entrance is seen to left of lower part 
of pl. VII. 

C3J The coins (Reg.Nos.P. 10091 / 
9 li} are being ·cleaned through the 
courtesy of Messrs. A. and E. Anawati 
of Alexandria. They were actually 
embedded in a layer of plaster about 

two centimetres thick whieh separated 
the rock floor from the bloC'ks. It may 
be mentioned that the length of the 
piscina floor from north to south is 
1-0.58 m. and ' from east to west 
1o.82 m. From the top of the floor 
(its thickness is o .70 m.) to the highest 
part of the rock surrounding the piscina 
is 2 . 7 o m. The four corner blocks vary 
in length from 1 .11 m. to 1 .1 7 m.; 
in width from o .6 7 m. to o .84 m.; 
and in height from o .5 2 m. too .5 5 m. 

--........ ' I; I 
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deposits for us, informs me that the · coins already cleaned elate from the 

time of Trajan ( 98-117 A. D.) until that of Julia Domna wife of Severus 

( 193-211 A. D.) (t) as well as Geta. Therefore if no later ones are dis

covered when the balance of these valuable historical objects has been 

chemically treated we may assume that the piscina dales from about 

2 15 A. D., wh~n Caracalla came lo Alexandria. The temple itself may 

possibly be a little earlier, perhaps of the time of Hadrian ( 117-138 A.D.). 

Coins are known elsewhere which show this emperor standing in front of 

the god Serapis and pointing to a small portico inscribed with his own 

name-doubtless a conventional representation of the great temple of the 

god-thus evidently indicating that he had something to do with its 

erection (2l. Also it was in the reign of Hadrian that was sculptured 

the magnificent black granite hull of Apis dedicated to the god which 

was brought to light many years ago in the Serapeum. Therefore, 

if the Hadrianic dating for the later temple in the Serapeum can be 

confirmeJ, it may be, as suggested by Professor Wace, that the older 

or Ptolemaic ohe was destroyed by the Jews, who at the end of the reign 

of the previous emperor, Trajan (3), caused a great deal of damage to 

Pl BoTTI, L' Acl'Opole d' Alexandrie et le 

Serapeum, 189 5, pp. 2 9 f., refers to 

certain monuments found in the Sera

peum of the times of Trajan and Severus 

or Cara calla. The first is a statue base 

erected in honour of C. Minicius !talus, 

Prefect ofEgypt under Trajan and officer 

of the Ilnd Legion. A second inscrip

tion is dated from the time of Severus 

or Caracalla, while a third mentions 

veterans of the XIth Legion of the 

time of Severus. 
<'l See ·J. G. MILNE, op. cit., p. 42. 

It has been suggested that the portico 

refers to the Adrianon or Hadrianum 

(see AnnENDA,-No. 6), but the pre

sence of Serapis rather suggests the 

temple of this famous deity. 

<'l Botti points out that it was evi-

dently in our Serapeum that Trajan 

erected the Column of Serapis which, 

as he says, is seen on coins of year XIII 

of the reign ; coins of year XVI show 

the column surmounted by the sacred 

basket while those of year XVII show 

a statue in place of the basket. The 

Pseudo-Callisthenes (mrd cent. A. D.) 

mentions a column of Helios (= Se

rapis) and two obelisks before the Sera

peum. Cf. Fouilles. a la Calonne Theo
dosienne, pp. 1 1 , Ii o. The existing 

huge red granite column, although it 

bears an inscription in honour of Dio

cletian (after 297 A. D.), may. be 

earlier in date than this emperor but 

this is not certain. The story of 

E.W. Montagu, given in a letter dated 

176 7 A. D., to the effect that he found 
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buildings in Alexandria during an insurrection which was nol suppressed 

until after Hadrian came to the throne (1l. The Roman Temple, as we 

have already seen above, was itself overthrown by the Christians in 3 9 1 

A. D., and the church dedicated lo St. John the Baptist built on the site. 

Some account of ancient writers' descriptions. of the Roman Temple will 

be found in my article in Bull. de la Soc. Royale d'Arc!t. d'Alex. , XXXV, 

pp. 124 ff.; see also SECTION V[ of the present article. 

I have lo thank Professor Alan Wace for kindly giving me the follow

ing note on the Roman Temple :-

"Mr. Rowe as a :r;.esult of his patient research has been able to trace the walls 

both of the Ptolemaic and of the Roman temenos. Further, as he points but, the 

oblong Roman foundations, which overlie the site of the Ptolemaic temple of 

Sarapis erected by Ptolemy III, are placed symmetrically between the east and west 

walls of the Roman temenos. The extension of the Roman temenos to the east was 

evidently due to a desire to centre the temple of which the concrete foundations 

survive. Since the Roman temple is built over the Ptolemaic temple, it would 

presumably have been the Roman temple of Sarapis. As is pointed out by Cal

derini and emphasized by Mr. Rowe, this temple with its temenos must be that 

of which we have descriptions, for most of the detailed accounts which we possess 

are those of 1vth century writers <'l. It is curious that none of the records which 

have come down to us speak of any damage caused on any occasion to the Serapeum 

sufficiently extensive to necessitate its reconstruction. A fire in the reign of Marcus 

Aurelius or more likely that of Commodus seems to have caused damage. Though 

great destruction was done to the city by the fighting within it during the revolts 

of Aemilianus, Firmus, and Achilleus (Domitianus), in the first of which the Bru

cheion quarter was almost completely destroyed <3l , there is no mention of the 

a coin of Vespasian (69-79 A. D.) in 

the cement between the shaft and base 

of the column, is strongly doubted by 

J. WHITE, Aegyptiaca, 1801, pp. 14 ff. 

(IJ Cf. J. G. MILNE, Zoe. cit. Inci

dentally, A. CALDERINI, Dizionario dei 

Nomi Geografici e Topografici dell'Egitto 

Greco-Romano, 19 3 5, p. 144, writes 

that although certain ancient autho

rities state that twq fires were supposed 

to have occurred in the Serapeum, one 

in the time of Marcus Aurelius ( 1 6 1-

180 A. D.) and one in the time of 

Commodus ( 180-19 2 A. D.), yet these 

authorities seem to have been in error 

for apparently only a single fire occurr

ed and that in the time of the latter 

emperor. Another fire is stated fanci

fully to have taken place under Cara

calla ( 2 1 1-2 17 A. D.). 
<•J The references will be found m 

A. CALDERIN1, op. cit., p. 1 lio ff. 
<3l The references are given by J. G. 

MILNE, op. cit. 

, , 
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Serapeum having been affected. During the revolt of Achilleus the city was be
sieged by Diocletian for eight months and a large part of it was destroyed. After 
that revolt' Pompey's Pillar' was dedicated to the victorious emperor by Postumus, 
Prefect of Egypt. The inscription on the base of the Column of Diocletian shows 
that it faced westwards, that is to say towards the way leading northwards through 
the temenos to the centre of the temple front. Was there ·ai:iy connection between 
the Roman temple and the column? In view of the symmetrical arrangement of 
the Roman temple and temenos a single column seems odd. It is just possible 
that there might have been a second column erected on the west side of the temenos 

. to balance the other. As the plan (pl. XVII) shows, just at the spot where the po
sition of such a second column should have been, if it was symmetrical, there is a 
cutting in the rock with one or two foundation blocks which might be the remains 
of the base of a corresponding column. Aphthonius, however, writing in the 
1vth century A. D., says there was one column and two q_belisks. Could his column 
be that of Diocletian? Could the column have been erected before the time of 
Diocletian and be that seen on coins of Trajan and later have been usurped for 
Diocletian by PostrnAus whose inscription is on the base? The Nemesion was 
destroyed in the great Jewish revolt under Trajan and since that sanctuary seems to 
have been west of the tomb of Sidi Abu Dirda and so not far from the Serapeum it is 

. not unlikely that the Serapeum also was wrecked at the same time and subsequently 
rebuilt under Hadrian, who, as is well known, restored many of the buildings 
ruined in the Jewish ~evolt. If so the coins recently discovered by Mr. Rowe in 
the foundations of the piscina might indicate repairs to the suggested Hadrianic 
Serapeum carried out after the fire of 181 A. D. in the reign of Commodus. Thus 
the descriptions of Ammianus, Aphthonius and other late writers may well describe 

the Hadrianic Serapeum." 

T 

SUPPLEMENT No. II. 

A) Other foundation ~eposits have been found at el-Maclamucl ( exca

vations of Institut fran~ais cl' Archeologie orientale), and also in the temple 

of Toukh el-Qaramous (C. C. EnGAR, in Annales du Service, VII, p. 206, 
quoting E. NAVILLE, The Mound ojtlielew, etc.). Mr. H. W. Fairman informs 

me that the texts of Eclfu temple mention foundation deposits of various . 

materials. He quotes, for instance, E. CHASSINAT, Le Temple d' Edfou, II, p. 3 2 , 

line 7 (TITLE), a scene referring to ~ 1r-~ ~ 4i <= J , ~ 1 l Cl_ C"J 
~ -- ...a ' I I I I .. ~ 1111 DJ 

"Placing of taplets of gold upon the stones in the four corners of the 

Temple(! ) " . See also loc. cit., lines 9-10, -13-15; VII, p. 4.7 , lines 4. 
(TITLE - referring to seventeen tablets)' 4.-8 ; II' p. 6 0' line 1 6 (TITLE)' 

p. 6 1 , lines 1-2 ; VII, p. 4 8, lines 5 (TITLE), 5-9. Mr. Fairman adds 

"Note that Edfu appears consistently to speak of the plaques being at 

the corners of the building. I myself would suspect the existence of two 

or three sets, ( 1) At the corners of the original nucleus (excluding the 

Pronaos) ; ( 2) Perhaps at the corners of the girdle wall [the list in Edfu, 
VII, seems to refer to these]; (3) Perhaps at the corners of the Pronaos , 

since this was added later; but though the texts of the added part bear 

foundation lists they to do not contain any reference to foundation de

posits. ' ' Mr. Fairman remarks that the reference to seventeen tablets is 

interesting as in Edfu, XII, Pl. 3 7 5, a king is shown offering a similar 

number of tablets. 

B) In certain Graeco-Roman temples, when the number of bronze 

votive figurines became too large to be kept in the temple the priests buried 

them in some part of the sacred area. For instance, at the Serape um 

of Memphis, great quan~ities of such objects were placed beneath the 

pavement of the dromos or road leading to the Serapeum. Cf. A. EnmN, 

La Religion des Egyptiens, 1937, p. 422 (= U. W11cKEN, Urkunden der 
Ptolemiierzeit, I, p. 1 o). All these must not of course be confused with 

(1) But note that in our Serapeum 
texts ?1wt-n11· is certainly to be translated 

Cahier n° ~. 

"Sacred Enclosure" (Temenos) and not 
"Temple", the latter being c;1 . 

5 
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foundation deposits. Likewise, in various parts of the Serapeum Enclo
sure, Alexandria, were recently discovered quantities of shell-form open 
Ptolemaic lamps (one inscribed for the household of the Arch on). With 
three of them was a beautiful gold coin (pentadrachm) of Ptolemy I Soter 
(see Fig. 1 3 Ol). For analogies see J. N. SvonoNos, Ta Nomismata ton 

Ptolemaion, I, p. 36 , Nos. 210/211; 

III, Pl. VII, No. Li ; IV, p. Lio 5 (g~ld 
coins of Ptolemy I from Toukh el
Qaramous) = Annales du Service, VII, 

p. 208. 

\ 

Fig. 13. - Above: Gold pentc1dmchm of 
Ptolemy I. Dia., ~.15 cm.; weight 17.75 
r,r. (Reg. No. P. 10076). Below : One 
of 3 Plolemaic reddish-brown pollery 
lamps found with the coin. Length, c. 
8.7 cm. (Reg. Neis. P. 10079-10081). 

C) Quarry marks on blocks of 
marble of the Roman pe~iod are dealt 
with by R. CAGNAT, Cours d'Epigraphie 
latine, 1898, pp. 306 ff. These 
marks contain : (a) the extraction 
number of block from same part of 
quarry since beginning of the year ; 
(b) the Consular date determining 
year of extraction ; ( c) details of the 
stone yard or part of the quarry which 
furnished the block; and (d) often also 
the names and titles of the employees 
who ordered or surveyed the work. 
Compare the following inscription on 

marble block No. 6 5, from quarry section No. 8 o, right, from Carystus 

On one side. On face. On other side. 

NLXV 
C JEN 

AVGVRIN COS 
L LXXX R 

L. LXXX R 

namely, Augurin(o) co(n)s(ule); l(oco) LXXX, r(ecta), N(umero) LXV. 

C ae ( sa1'is) n ( ostri) . 

11> The coin and three lamps were 

actually found about forty-nine metres 
south of the Column of Diocletian, 
immediately below a cement floor near 

the top of a water pit between the 
Ptolemaic eastern enclosure wall and 

colonnade. 
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D) With regard to the coloured Roman bowl fragments shown in 
Frontispiece (cf. also p. 49), Mr. D. R. Mackintosh of Shell House , 
Cairo, kindly writes me as follows : 

''There is little doubt that the artist was drawing on this pottery vessel the Rosy 

Pastor (Pastor roseus), a member of the starling family. This bird is to be found 

, ... l_..., tfk) ' 

Fig. 1 Ii. - Left.: Upper part of ~-handled amphora, lighi yellow pollery , with Chi-Rho 
emblem (= Xp1anls) in red. Height u .7 cm. ( Reg. No. P. 9637). Right : Early 
Christian weight. For both ohjects cf. Annr.NnA ,-No. 8. 

from South Eastern Europe through Asia Minor, Iraq, Iran to India. There is only 

one record of it having been found in Egypt west of the Suez Canal, but it is not 

unknown in Palestine and commoner still in Syria r11. The closest nesting quarters 

<1> Cf. Nicoll'sBirdsofEgypt,T, 1930, 
p. 1o1 , for further notes on the bird 

(the Tu1'dus 1'0seus of Linn. , Syst. Nat., 
ed. X, p. 1 7 o). The author writes 

''The Rose-coloured Starling breeds 
from the Balkans and South-eastern 
Europe through Asia Minor to Turk
estan, and probably in Afghanistan. 

In autumn and winter they wander 

about south of their breeding range in 
enormous flocks. . . Such flocks have 

visited Palestine, but there is no record 

from Sinai except an immature bird 
obtained by Meinertzhagen from near 

Rafa on August 1 o, 191 7. In Egypt 
the only record is Heuglin 's, also an 
immature bird shot near Giza on August 

25th, 186li ... Often feeds in trees, 

5. 
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lo Egypl are probably the Anti-Lebanon. Mr. Kinnear of ~he British Museum of 
Natural History, lo whom I wrote to obtain confirmation on this subject, has replied 
to me as follows : - 'I think you are right about the bird being meant for a Rosy 
Pastor and I do not quite see what else it could be. The crest in a Rosy Pastor 
appears often very disintegrated, not like that of a lark. The tail is drawn in the 
usual way of many of these early artists. The bird on the left is a young example 
but no doubt the artist considered it the female. The distribution of the species 
has not changed but it is an erratic breeder, sometimes nesting in a place in very 
large numbers and then disappearing again. According to D'Arcy Thomson it is 
the iheleukias of the Greeks and was known to them as a great devourer of locusts 
in the spring and a devourer of fruit in-the autumn. For remarks as to the 
bird's name among the Greeks see Bull. of School of Oriental Studies, 193 1, p . 5 5 5 
and 19o3, p. 11o3. The Rosy Pastor is found in south-east Europe as far west 
as Dalmatia and sometimes wanders to Italy and Dalmatia to breed. Its main breed
ing haunts are North Syria, Asia Minor, Persia and parts of Central Asia. It winters 
principally in India and there is apparently a west to east migration in the autumn 
from Persia, etc., to North India. Before the birds leave India in the spring they 
become very fat and are much sought after to eat. They are often found in large 
flocks and if one is sufficiently near to distinguish the colours it is a remarkable sight 
to see them rise like Starlings in a cloud. I think their colour, remarkable appea
rance in a flock, delicacy as food, and usefulness in destroying locusts are sufficient 
to make them suitable for depicting on pottery, etc.'" 

I am indebted to Dr. H. R. Maurer, of Alexandria, for the following 

references to the bird : 
"Brehm's Tierleben, Encyclopaedia of Natuml History, 1891, Voegel-, 

vol. I, pp. 3 8 5-3 8 9. An extensive description of this species is given 

in this ornithological work, parts of which I give here in translati~n from 

the ·German. Pastor Roseus . and Peguanus, Sturnus Roseus and Asiaticus, 
Turdus Roseus and Seleucis, Psaroides, AcridotAeres, Pecuarius, TAremmopliilus, 
Nomadites Roseus, Merula, Boscis and Gracula Rosea. This lovely bird is 
called 'Gypsy Bird ' owing to its habit of varying continuously its breeding 

localities and its migrations. The principal breeding place is in the Cen

tral Asiatic steppes. From there it spreads out over a tremendous area. 

To the East into Mongolia and China, then to Southern Russia and west, 

eating flowers' ' . The bird is mentioned 
as follows in List of Birds of Egypt 
(Supplement to the Zoological Society of 

Egypt.), Bull. no. 3, 1941, p. 2: 

''Pastor Roseus ; Rose-Coloured Star-
!. " mg : .r".r"" . 
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to all over Europe as far as the Faroer Islands , to Asia Minor, Syria, India, 

Ceylon, Burma, but seldom to Africa. Within a century it has migrated 

1 6 times into Switzerland and '- 3 7 times into Germany. The Pastor 
Roseus is omnivorous in its habits ·offeeding. It is known as the greatest 

enemy of the locusts as it destroys enormous quantities of these voracious 

acridians. It is known from observation that it destroys much more of 

these insects than it can eat and funny tales are spun about this particular 

habit. The Armenians and Tartars consider the appearance in great 

numbers of these birds as the forerunner of a locust invasio~ and organize 

praying processions to divert the evil. In Smyrna the bird is called 'holy 

bird' in the month of May when it feeds on the parasitic insects of the 

trees but it is called the 'devil bird' in July when it starts to invade the 

fruit orchards and the vineyards where it is a greedy feeder on man's pro

duce. The bird has the same habits in its winter breeding localities in 

the Central Asiatic steppes where it keeps always in close company with 

the farm animals as it frees them of their parasitic insects ; but in the mean

time it becomes very destructive to the large paddi fields of India as it 

feeds there principally on rice. For the latter reason it is usually controll

ed there by special measures. Pastor Roseus is a very lively bird and is 

soinetimes kept in captivity but it is said that it looses its beautiful pink 

colour when it is kept in captivity. The bird keeps always in the vicinity 

of brooks , rivers, lakes and is very sociable in its habits, living in large 

flocks and migrating the same way: A complete description of the bird 
is given in this volume and a non-coloured plate is shown. [ Als9 men

tioned in C. Wli'YMPER, Egyptian, Birds, 1909, p. 2 11, No. 196; G. E. 

SHELLY,Handboolc totlieBirdsofEgypt, 1872,p. 157 ,No. 129 (=Pastor 
roseus of Linn.) ; Von HEuGLIN, Orn. N. Afr., p. 53 1 ; also figured in 

Gould's Birds of Europe, Pl. 2 1 2 • J" 
In conclusion I must add that the Grroco-Roman Museum is very 

greatly honoured to have rece_ived the congratulations of highly authorit

ative circles and personages for the recent finds, which appreciation en

courages all concerned in theit· scientific work. Also, it is to the evm·

lasting credit of the Municipality of Alexandria that it has so generouslv 

supported in the past five years the excavations of the Museum thu~ 
enabling rich and historical finds to he made not only in the Serapeum 
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but also at KQm el-Shuqafa. Moreover, I have to thank H.E. Mustapha 
Pasha Fahmy, the present Director General of the Municipality, both for 
the kind message he sent the Museum on the occasion Of the discovery 
of the famous Temple of Serapis, which occurred at the commencement 
of his term of offi~e, and also for his welcome promise of support for 
future work in the area of the Temple, of which building Ammianus 
Marcellinus justly wrote : ut post Capitolium .. . ni!til orb-is terrarmn ambit
iosius cemat ! ( 1 l 

ALAN RowE. 

''l Reg. Gest., XXII, 16 , 1 !I. 

I . • 
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Pl. 1 
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Ten Foundation Plaques of Ptolemy III , discovered 27- 8-1 943 in S.-E. angle (after cleaning 
and in Exhibition Case). No . 8 and 9 have mirrors be~ind them to show text on reverse. 

ALEXANDRIA SERAPEUM. 
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Pl. III 

Fig. 1. - General view of great niche in deep trench in south part of Ptolemaic 
Enclosure. Looking north-west. In foreground are rock floors of small cham
bers and in background the niche itself with Roman fireplace facing it. 

Fig. 2. - Details of great niche in south part of Ptolemaic Enclosure. Looking 
west. In background is one of the three ''constructional'' holes of the under
ground cistern behind niche. To left is red granite column, 9.00 m. in length. 

ALEXANDRIA SERAPEUM. 
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Pl. IV 

Fig. I. - Bases ( one to left upturned). They belong to columns like that seen in 

lower figure of Pl. ll l; all of red granite. Lying near east outer part of great niche . 

F ig. 2:- !'art of ''compressed masonry'' wall, forming foundation of inner co
lonnade at east of Roman Enclosure. Looking south-east. A little behind end 
of wall (in background) is the great staircase seen in Pl. V. 

ALEXANDRIA SERAPEUM . 



Pl. V. 

Fig. r. - Foundations (''compressed masonry'') of Roman staircase leading up 

to east side of Serapeu m (near south-east angle of Ptolemaic outer Enclosure 
wall). Looking north-west. 

Fig. 2. - Roman fireplace with channel for hot air (in 
front ~f great niche in south part of Ptolemaic Enclosure). 
Looking west. 

ALEXANDRIA SERAPEOM, 
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PL VI 

View showing foundation trench, with some blocks in situ, of Ptolemaic outer Enclosure 
wall at east of Serapeum. The southern part of the same trench is seen in Pl. I , 
Fig. 2. In background is "Diocletian's Column ", the inscription on which (west side of 

base) is as follows: - TON[OCJIOTATONAYTOKPATOPATONnOAIOYXON 
AA E:::AND.PEI ACD.IOKAHTI ANONTON AN I KHTON nOC[TOYMJOC En A PXOC 
A I rY nTOY, " To the most pious Emperor, Protector of Alexandria, Diocletian the 
Invincible, Pos[tum]us, prefect of Egypt, [has erected this column(?)]». The inscription, at 
least, was made after 297 A. D. (Note:-When this view was taken the foundation trench 
of the colonnade - to left of wall trench- was not cleared). Looking roughly north. 

ALEXANDRIA SERAPEUM . 
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EAST 

B. A MALEK. 
APRIL., 194,_, 

ALEXANDRIA SERAPEUM - EXCAVATIONS OF 1943-44. 

- =PTOLEMAIC ENCLOSURE WALLS. 

~=ROMAN ENCLOSURE WALLS. 

-·-·- =RE~>TORED FROM MAHMOUD E.L-FALAK I. 

----=OTHER RESTORATIONS. 

···········=UNDERGROUND OR NOT EXCAVATED . 

.,,,,. .... =LIMlTS OF EXCAVATION 
R =TR,O,Cf;S OF ROMAN BUILDING. 

(South-west part omitted-=- see .Pls. IX, XI and Fig. 12). For "lseum(?)" read "Serapis Temple". 
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B . A.MALEK 
APRll..-194-4 . 

DETAilLS OF SOUTH PART OF 

ENCLOSURE NEAR GREAT N[CIHIE 
o._ ................................................................ •0 METOE5 !\/ 

~=RE5TORE.D MASONRY. 

- =BRICK . 
....... =RE. 5TORE D. 
--· :UNOE.RG~OUND, ETC .. 
X =ROCK REMOVEO FOR MASONRY 

CONNECTE.O WITH FrnE.PLACE. . 

<(I 

1· 
~· 

ALEXANDRIA SimAPEUM - ExcA VATIONS OF I 94 3 -44. 

Ptolemaic Enclcsure near Great Niche at South. ·(For details to west see Pl. XI and Fig. 12). 
The underground system was originally a cistern - perhaps afterwards used for some other purpose (?). 

Pi. VIII 
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- = PTOLEMAIC ENCLOSURE .. 
mTh1il!I =ROMAN ENCL05URt:., 
··-··~=LIMITS or EXCAVATION. 
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' OUTER WALL 

""' '~~, M , l 

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ALEXANDRIA 5ERAPEUM 
According to Excavations of 1943-44, and statements of l\'th cent. A. D. writers 

that the Roman Enclosure was square. 
The five Northern Walls and Cclonnades on plan are added from details given by Mahmoud el-Falaki. 

For details of excavations made since this Plate was drawn see Pls . X!II, XIV, XVI, XVll (this plate shows that 
Roman Enclosure instead of being square, was actually rectangular), XVII!. 

Read "Serapis Temple" for "The Iseum(?) of Botti". 
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Ten foundation plaques of Ptolemy III discovered 3 1-12-1944 in S.-W. angle of Serapeum Enclosure (view before 

cleaning). Nos. P. 9434, gold; 9438, silver; 9439, bronze; 9437, faience; 9435, mud; 9431-9433, 9436, 
9440, opaque glass. 
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JAN . .,1945 

ALEXAKDRIA SERAPEUM - EXCAVATIONS OF 1943-44. 

South-west angle of Ptokmaic Enclosure (For remains to east see Pl. VIlI ). .~ 
Cf. Fig. 12 for details of parts unexcavated when this Plate was made. ~ 
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ALEXANDRIA SERAPEUM-EXC.\VATIONS OF 1945 
(to middle of September). 
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G"'ti it tt) 
: ; r1~'E.c,1' 

\....._ tO 

A, drainage-passage of cistern B; C, underground store-room ( ?) ; D, E, baptisteries or baths; F, Fr (not completely cleared owing to 

bad rock), Fz, F3, pits of cement-lined cistern; Gr, Gz, G5, G4, pits of another cement-lined cistern; H, large rectangular pit with 

adjoining circular pit H r (the west, east, and north doors at bottom connect by passages-impossible to measure because of water). 

Dates:- A, B, ~'Late Roman or Early Christian; C, D , E, F, Early Christian; H, Ptolemaic. Pit Fr, perhaps Roman in origin . 
For details to right (nortli) see Pl. XVII!. (For B cf. also Pl. IX.) 
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ALEXANDRIA SERAPEUM-EXCAVATJONS OF 1945 

(to middle of September). 
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Left :- Plans of cisterns G, F, pits of which are seen in Pl. XIII. 
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Pl. XVI 
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·.:,i::· u N~Y l':'rf'K·•·Ur• i".ll1·~)~".-'An~ ....... ,:rP.. • 

I f'lt:"4 '"''·"'"' ·'. ~\.~'.'\\ \j~<;;.f~J".hEIA~ I 
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. • .• 11' • •• 1 ~ . ;.r ·~ . _ _.,. ,'.} iJ /, .. ·~ .: 

. ~'[/- '.J :; .. ~-·· .t ~ 

Fig. 1. - Two gold foundation plaques of Ptolemy IV discovered on 28po145 and 

29/w/45, respectively, in Shrine of Hai:pocrates. Reg. Nos. P. I0035, Deposit No. 1 

(above); and P. 10046, Deposjt No. 3 (below). 
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rig. 2 - Plan showing positions (Nos. I- I I) of foundation plaques in newly-identified 

Temple of Serapis and Shrine of Harpocrates. ?ctober, 1945. 
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PART II 



PLAQUES BILINGUES DE PTOLEM~:E IV 
PAR 

ETIENNE DRIOTON. 

Les plaques dedicatoires recemment decouvertes a Alexandrie par 
M. Alan Rowe (ll, clans les fondations du sanctuaire <l'Harpocrate ajoute 
par Ptolemee IV au Serapeum, portent toutes la m~me inscription bilingue, 
grecque et egyptienne. Mais la version egyptienne est exprimee en ecri
ture cryptographique. 

Sur les plaques de verre, le trace d'encre a disparu a peu pres comple
tement. Par contre les plaques en or et en argent ont conserve un lexte 
tres net, ecrit en pointille, qui se trouve ainsi attesle par les temoins : 

A 1 = Plaque en argent du dep6t n• 1 • . • • . . . • • • • . /11tacte. 
A• = 11° 2 • • • • . • • • • . • • Brisee, mais complete. 
0' = Plaque en or du dcp<it 11° 1 • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • Intacte. 
o· = n° 2 • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . • lntacte. 

L'inscription peut done ~tre etablie en toute securite : 

BAI:IAEYI: nTOAEMAIOI: BAI:IAEQI: 
nTOAEMAIOY KAI BAI:IAII:I:HI: BEPENIKHI: 
8EQN EYEPrETQN APnOXPATEI KATA 
nPOI:TArMA I:APAnl.6.0I: KAI II:IAOI: 

f EI 

rr~(t~i~~~J~~-r ftl~Uf\ 
d 

~~~"'-J=li 

c•> Voir le rapport de M. Alan Rowe, qui preeerle. 

7. 
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a) Net sur A'. A' et O'. 
b) Le premier ..21& est curs if s111· 0 '. 
c) Le signe 1' est assez mal venn sur A' et 0 '. mais il esl parfaitement reconnais

sable Slll' A' et 0'. JI a le meme trace que la tete du signe t Jans toules les inscrip
tions. 

d) Le signe f , difficile a executer en pointille, n'est reconnaissable que sur les 

plaques du depeit n' 2, 0': I et A': -( . Sur celles du depc:il n' 1, A1 et O' ii est 
simplifie en quatre lrails a peu pres egaux en hauteur et paralleles : !Ill. -

e) ~ est mal venu sur 0 ', oi1 on pourrait le lire } , mais ii est clair sur A', 
A' el 0'. 

f) ,......... , qui avait ete omis par ie graveur, se trouve ajoute partoul au-dessous de 
de la ligne. Line fleche -t, qui le surmonle, indique la place ou ii faut le lire, enlre 

la fin du carlouche et ~ • 

II) 0': _1. 

ll n'y a pas de doute que, comme il est d'usage clans cette sorte de 
documents bilingues (I), le texte egyptien soit la traduction plus OU moins 
serree du lihelle grec. Cerlaines equivalences d'ailleurs sautent aux 
yeux. Sans parler des trois noms royaux inscrils clans les cartouches, 
les groupes } t et J ~, qu'on trouve deux fois aux places correspon
dantes, representent surement BA~IAEYE et KAI; ft/ a toutes chances 
d'Nre la finale ljrd du nom APnOXPATEI, et le dernicr signe, J, traduit 
certainement l~I~m::. 

Ces jalons poses, le texte cryptographique se decompose et s'inter
prete comme suit : 

1. } t = BA~IAEn:. 

Le second signe, la plante heraldique du Midi, est une varianle ma
terielle de +, deja relevee clans t-11 = + 7 ~ ( Wb., IV, 58 ). On serait 
tente de le transcrire sw, mais son emploi, on le verra plus loin, en 
finale de la deuxieme equivalence de nTOAEMAIO~ prouve qu'il a 
simplement, clans ce document, la valeur de s. La finale w n'est pas 
ecrite, suivant un procede cryptographiqne depuis longtemps reconnu 
(Annales, XL, lio6 ). 

<'l Cf. Ton, A bilin!Jual dedication from 
Alexandria, dans le Journal ef E!Jyptian 

arcliaeology, XXVIll (1942), p. 53-5fi, 
el le rapport rle M. Rowe. 

' 

- gg -

Dans ces conditions, l') initital a certainement la valeur de n. C'est 
apparemment par acrophonie de ':§:.. J nlyi « enfant », qui designail aussi 

les petits d'animaux, cornme le prouve l'orthographe ':§:..) j ~ ~ l = 
~-'ti les serpenleau.x d'Ernenoutet, Livre des Morts (Nav. ), Schlussr. I. 39. 
L'expression 1: J == ~ ( Wb., II, 3 1 1, 8) le petit dans son nid, implique 
que le mot s'appliquait egalement aux oisillons. 

Transcription : ns(w) « Le roi ». 

2. o:::~~r~_.~G\J) = nTOAEMAIOL 

Le cartouche est beaucoup plus fourni de signes qu'il n' est necessaire 
pour ecrire le nom de Ptolemee, dont l' orthographe ! G\ ~ ~ ~ r est 
constante sous Ptolemee IV. Le second cartouche cryptographique ne 
renferme, lui, que les sept signes requis. 

Par aillcurs le demi er signe, J, exp rime le nom d'Isis, comme on s'cn 
rend compte par la fin de !'inscription. On se trouve done en presence 

d'une adaptation du cart~uche plus developpe ( ! G\ ~ ~ ~ r f ~ 1-~) 
Ptolemee, vivant eternellement, aime d'Isis, qui est celui de Ptolemee IV. 

On serait tente de prime abord, pour pouvoir en reconnaltre to us les 
elements clans la transcription cryptographique' d'admettre que ~ r 
represente la finale ~ H, d'autant plus que le ..21& aurait alors, corn me 
le r, sa valeur normale et que l'equatioll' ~ = i a deja ete etablie par 
M. Fairman, Annalcs, XLIII, p. 2 2 6, n° 17 g. Mais il faudrait alors 
sup poser un prototype ! ::: ~ ~ r, sans w' qui est extremement rare a 
toutes les epoques (ll et en particulier n'a jamais encore ete alteste pour 
Ptolemee IV. De plus il est difficile d'admettre une transcription differente 
du meme nom dans deux cartouches si proches l'un de l'aulre. A suppo
ser meme qu'on soit en presence d'un raccourcissement destine a gagner 

<1 l D'apres GAurmrn, Le Livre des 
Rois d'E!Jypte, IV, cette forme n'a encore 
ete trouvee qu'aux origines de la dynastie, 
sur la Stele du Satrape (p. 214), et, 

plus tardivement, une seule fois sous 
Ptolemee 111 (p. 254, n• XL A) et une 
autre fois sons Ptolemee Xlll (p. 397, 
u• XX). 
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de la place pour loget' ce qui suit, la fin du cartouche reslerait inexpli
cable. Comme il est certain, dans une inscription aussi homogene dans 
ses modes de transcription (I), que le signe ~ sert a lui seul a exprimer 
le nom d'Isis, les quatre signes qui restent ne sont pas assez nombreux 
pour representer 'n!J, 4·t mry, mais ils le sont trop pour ecrire seule
ment mry. 

La fa9on la plus satisfaisante de resoudre le probleme est de poser lout 
uniment l'equation : 

~ =p 
c:::> = t 

~=W 

~ = r (!) 

~=in 

r = y 

~ = S 

11 =m . 

~ = 1' 

fl =y 

~ = S·t 

On verra par la suite que la valeur w de ~ est sure d'apres le 
second cartouche. Les transcriptions r = y et ~ = s doivent aussi trou
ver un peu plus loin leur justification. 

Ces equivalences appellent les remarques suivantes 

~ = P· 
L'objet ~ est certainement la meche, comme M. Fairman l'a admis sm· 

la suggestion de M. Grdselo:ff ( Annales, XLHI, p. 3 o 9, n° 1 1 ). La com
paraison des meilleurs specimens de cet hieroglyphe avec les torches 
trouvees clans la tornhe de Tout~nkhamon est convaincante. Puisqu'il 
n'existe pas de mot commen9anl par p pour designer cet ohjet, la valeur 
ne peu t etre tiree que d'une appellation par metonyrnie. La plus vraisern
blable est alors ,.!._ i « ce qui est consume» ( Wb., I, 5 1 o, 6 ). Le mot, 

<1> En elfel la variete, dans .ce docu

ment, n'affecte que le choix des signes. 

Le texte est une transposition systcma-

tiquc en caracteres uuiliteres, interrom

pue seulement par l'inserlion de quatrc 

signes-mols. 

' 
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il est vrai, n' est connu j usqu'a present que clans la XII• heure de l'Am
Douat, mais !'auteur d'un cryptogramme aussi alambique que celui-ci 
n'a pas du reculer devant l'utilisation d'un terme rare, si meme il ne l'a 
pas recherchee. 

c:::> = t. 

C'est par acrophonie de -;'" \ ( TCI>ll€ : nun) « ce qm goiite », 
operation caracteristique de la houche representee. 

~=W. 

Cette valeur, qui est evidente clans le second carlouche .« Ptolemee », 
a deja ete relevee au tomheau de Ramses VI ( PIANKOFF' Le livre du lour 
et de la Nuit, p. 107, 10). Je l'ai alors expliquee par Y~wps «le de
chirant», epithete du lion ( Annales, p. XXXIX, 77): mais on peut aussi 
songer a un autre vocable' w'ty ((le solitaire>) qui' clans un texte de 
Philre, sert a designerle lion avec l'orthographe ~b. ( Wb., 1, 2 7 9, 9 ). 

~ = r (l). 
On trouve deja le signe avec cette valeur clans un cryptogramme de la 

VI• dynastie Ol. ll sert aussi plus loin a exprimer r clans la transcription 

wsr-~p de ~i:ipa:rrn;. 

Cette valeur est tiree, par acrophonie, de = t « ce qui pousse ». 
Pour en saisir la raison, ii faut remarquer que, selon une tres ancienne 
convention de l'ecriture hieroglyphique, le signe a ete employe pour 
symboliser la vegetation quelle qu'elle fut. Ainsi le mot «steppe» l2l, clans 
Pyr., Lt 8 6 b et c ( P), est detennine par la chafoe montagneuse ..- qui 
porte un signe ~ plante sur chacun de ses sommets, hien qu'en realite 
ces roseaux a panaches ne croissent qu'au hord des cours d'eau, dans le 
fond des vallees. L'hieroglyphe visait seulement a exprimer que la steppe 
etait couverte de vegetation. Le nom du dieu n-sp-f(Wb., V, 342, 12) 
est determine par un taureau sur un pavois dont la mangeoire est garnie 
de deux ~ : ce serait maigre chere pour un dieu s'il ne fallait les prendre 

<1> Melanges Maspero, I, Orient ancien, 

Le Caire 1935-1938, p. 701. 
<2> SETnE, Uehersetzung unrl Kommentai· 

z.u den altiigyptischen Pyramidentexten, II, 
p. 318. 
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pour le signe d'herbages plus frais et plus delicats' mais moins faciles a 
figurer. clairement en quelques traits. De m~me le signe !LJ, qui sert a 
ecrire s!yt «champ », et la plupart du temps «champ cultive », ne montre 
que ces roseaux dont la destruction etait le premier objectif de la culture; 
il en va de m~me de !!.l, sm, qui designe les plantes fourrageres, et m~me 
celles dont Yhomme se nourrit. Dans toutes ces graphies, le roseau ~, 
qui prolifere spontanement sur la terre d'Egypte des qu'il y sourd un 
peu d'eau, n'est pris que comme embleme de la fecondite vegetale, par 
opposition a l'aridite du desert. On ne pouvait manquer de l'enseigner 
aux scribes pour peu qu'on leur expliquat la composition des hieroglyphes. 
La signification generale de «vegetation», attribuee ici au signe ~ con
formement a la pratique des hieroglyphes, reflete sans doute cet enseigne
ment scolaire. 

~ = m. 
C'est par acrophonie de mn!J, valeur reconnuc du signe (FAIRMAN, 

Bulletin de l'lnstitut fran9ais, XLHI, 1o6 ). Les di verses valeurs attribue~s 
clans ce texte au signe ~ sont toutes fondees sur les epithetes tradition
nelles du <lieu Thot. Celui-ci re~oit entre autres le qualificatif de t m ~ 
«cl' excellent conseil », BoYLAN, Tlwtli, the Hermes of Egypt, p. 2 16. 

r = Y· 
Ainsi qu'on le sait depuis longtemps par la graphie r: ~ = ~: ~ !Jmnw, 

r est a la basse epoque une forme du chiffre 6 ( LoRET' Manuel de la 
langue egyptienne J 131' n° 7 1 5)' tiree de l'ecriture hieratique' FAIRMAN' 
Bulletin de l'lnstitut Ji'an9ais, XLHI, p. 115. C'est a ce titre qu'il prend ici 
la valeur de i (y), par acrophonie de ifd. 

~ = s. 

Le signe a surement cet emploi clans les orthographes ~ f •, ~ -;" •, 
de ssp «lumiere », et mot derives, enregistrees par le Wiirterbucli (IV, 
282-284) et dont M. Fairman cite un exemple (Bulletin de l'lnstitut 
fran9ais, p. XLIII, 113) sans conclure expressement a cette val~ur. Elle 
est tiree, d'apres les explications donnees plus haul, du mot r~!!.l sm 
«vegetation»' par acrophonie. 

' 
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._ = m. 

C'est une pars pro tolo du signe "M = m, par acrophonie de :::-."M 
mr « taureau » ( Cf. F AIHMAN, Annales, p. XL Ill, 2 2 1, n" t 6 5 a). 

~=1· . 
La chouette, rapace nocturne, merite le qualificatif de ==-r} .-.

« celle q ui reste eveillee ». J e suppose qu'il est ici a l'origine de la valeur r. 

fl = Y· 
Les noms des cordes etant nombreux, sans que l'on sache encore 

quelles differences ils expriment, on peut hesiter, pour l'origine de cette 
valeur, entre les acrophonies de ~ ;:: ~ ~ « corde » ou de ~ :;: 7 «lien», 
a moins qu'il ne faille la deriver de ~::: ~ ~ « ce qui enveloppe », 
designation metonymique du lasso represente. 

u = s.t. 
On retrouvera ce signe, avec la m~me valeur, a la fin de !'inscription. 

Comme clans la plupart des bas-reliefs de cette epoque, c'est le type 
iconographique d'Hathor qui est devenu celui d'Isis. 

Transcription : Ptwlmys mry S·t « Ptolemee, aime d'Isis ». 

3. ~ r) t = BA~li\Em::. 

Le genitif grec exprimant ici la filiation, c'est un terme de ce genre 
qui se dissimule sous I' element cryptographique ~ r. 

Une interpretation ms = ffi r j « enfant » serait seduisante a premiere 
vue. En fou rnissant une equivalence ~ = m, elle redonnerait de la vrai
semblance a la transcription ~:: ~ ~ r = Ptlmys, que nous avons 
ecartee. Toutefois elle est impossible : le mot ms « enfant » n'est jamais 
cmploye clans les libelles de protocoles royaux, et ii n'existe guere ailleurs 
q11'au pluriel. 

Au contraire, en harmonic avec !'interpretation~::~~ r ~ = Ptmlmys, 
la groupe ~ r doit SC lire Si. C'est Ja transcription phonetique de ~ G'I-, 

le mot qui convient exactement a cette place. 
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Transcription : s'i ns(w) « fils du roi ». 

lt. (fr=:~ 7) = nTOAEMAIOY. 

Les caracteres cryptographiques se trouvant au nombre de sept, la 
correspondance signe par signe avec Ptwlmys est assuree. 

"'-- = P· 
Ce n' est certainement pas en vertu du nom de cette vipere, mais par 

derivation d'une metonymie. n est alors naturel que ce soit par acropho

nie de -~J -'d'J « celui qui mord », si l'on songe aux multiples conj u
rations contre toutes « les gueules qui mordent », dont la plus redoutee 
etait sans contredit celle du ceraste. 

fl = /. 

C'est sans doute pa1· acrophonie du vieux mot '!.. ~ ~ Gl ( Pyr. 1o2 1 c 

et 1464 b) «lasso ». 

-'Ioli = w. Cf. plus haut, n° 2. 

-'Ioli= r(l), en clair. 

~ =m, en clair. 

-=y. 
Si le sens d'«eau (?)» donm\ a~-=-= (Piankhi, 102) par le Wor

terbuch (I, 1o6, 3) etait assure, ii faudrait sans doute voir dans ce mot 
l' origine de cette valeur. Mais il ne l'est pas et, d'ailleurs de toute fa~on, 
je prefere proposer une derivation par acrophonie de ~a n « ce qui 
lave». 

... = s. 

Ce signe est la partie superieure du t, soit une fleur de lis. Ne jugeant 
pas avoir la place suffisante pour ecrire distinctement en entier le 
grand signe vertical, le cryptographe a eu recours a la pars pro toto. 

Sa valeur, on l'a vu au n° 1, est s. 

' 
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Transcription Ptwlmys « Ptolemee ». 

5. )-=-=KAI. 

Le second signe est en clair. Il s'agit des lors, sans aucun doute 
possible, de la preposition conjonctive f, =, frequente clans les textes 
ptolemai:ques, quelles qu'en soient par ailleurs l'origine et la veritable 
prononciation. Le premier element J a evidemment. la valeur de !1 par 
acrophonie de ~ J :_ [itm~t « un siege», qu'il represente. 

Transcription : !ir «et». 

6. fl_ ~ = BA!:IAl!:!:H~. 

La dernier signe f . est un symbole depuis longtemps comm (BRrGscu, 
Thesaurus, p. 942, 8) comme ecriture de 11sw-biti « roi de Haute et 
Basse Egypte », cf. FAIRMAN , Bulletin de l'lnstitut franfais, XLill, p. 1 oo. 

Mais ii sert aussi a exprimer, plus simplement, + = nsw « roi », 
comme par exemple dans RocuEMONTErx, Biblioth. egyptol., III, p. 306, 7 : 

~ LJ = 'f ~ ~ 7 ~ ... le le donne que ta royoutl ... C'est surement le cas 
ici, car (3a.17/A.1a-a(X ne peut correspondrn qu'a !nn·l-nsw. Ce qui oblige a 
poser les equivalences : 

fl = !1, par acrophonie de ~:. ~ !ttr «cable». 

-==- = m •..•..... ..• . IT'd'Jmdw«cequiparlc» . 

""' , ~, diw «vegetation» (1J. 

On pourrait objecter que, la cryptographic ecrivant les mots tels qu'ils 
se pronongaient - les graphies de si et de nsw en fournissent la preuve 
duns ce texte - ' on comp rend mal que le l final du mot &m·l « epousc»' 
lu certainement 21M€ , soil ecrit ici. Mais si l'on se reporte a la rersion 

(I) C'est le sens retenu par le Wortei·
buch , V, 4 2 t, 3 et 4. Pills recernment , 
dans les Amzales, X Llll, 263, M. Fairman 
a altribue au mot une signification: ·' Jes 
5 sepales ". Mais, corn me en realite le 
ssn, OU Nymphaea Lotus L.' dont ii 

s'agit' IJ 'a qne quatre sepales' il vaul 
mieux, je crois, s'en lenir au sens admis 
par le Worterbucft et lraduire le lexlc 
cite : Le lotus ( ssn) samf) ]Wince du 
grand Lac au milieu de la vegetation du
quel tu es sorti a Hermopolis. 
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cryptographique du chapitre LXXXV du Livre des Morls jadis eslampee 
par Deveria dans le tombeau de Kha-em-Mt (Rev. d'Egyptol., I, p. A-8), 
qui use du m~me procede et dont par ailleurs la transcription est sure, 
on conslate que la notation du I final feminin est arbitraire. Elle manc1ue 
clans les cryptogrammes 52 (m;'.t) et 103 (isfwt), tandis qu'on la trouve 
clans les cryptogrammes 9 et 85 (!J.b·t), 46 (isfwt) et 140 (rnp·wt). De 
plus ii est probable que le fait d'enlrer en composition avec le mot sui
vant pour former la locution [im·t-nsw a favorise la conservation du t final 
du feminin. Les choses ne se sont pas passe autrement en arabe et en 

hebreu. 

Transcription : !nn·t-nsw «de la reine ». 

7. (f ~ ·~~'5 J =BEPENIKH~. 

Les trois derniers signes sc laissenl facilemenl identifier. 
La valeur n du signe ~ est enregistree dans le tableau de JUN KER, 

Ueber das Schriftsystem irn Tempel der Hatlwr in Dendera, p. 26. Elle derive 
de ~ "1' nr·t «Vautour», par a crop honie. Cf. FAIRMAN, Annales, XLIII, 
p. 302-304. 
~ a ete signale par M. Fairman ( Annales, XLIII, p. 2 2 6, n° 179) 

comme ayant la valeur L Hien ne s'oppose a ce qu'elle derive, comme il 
le pense, de ~ 1, rnriante graphique du nom de Thot. Toutefois, puisque 
le cryptographe de ce texte semble avoir varie les valeurs de ~ en uti
lisant systematic1uement les epithetes tra<litionnelles du dieu' on peut 
croire qu'une derivation de L:. ~ (Wb., I, 138, 1) «l'Intelligent», 
suggeree d'ailleurs par M. Fairman lui-meme ( Annales, XLIII, p. 2 5 7), 
est plus vraisemblable. 

Le ~, dont la valeur non:nale est gm, represent.e a n'cn pas douter 
le ZJ que certains cartouches attribuent comme finale au nom de Bepev!x,,: 
r~. • ZJ ) (1) c 'f """""'ZJ "'j (2) A • ( <=>. I "'j (3 ) 
\J...=_~ '=I 1-_,4 ou rneme sunplement 'f"""""',, ZJ .....4 . 
Son origine par acrophonie est evidente. 

(l) GAUTillEll Le Livl'e des Rois d' E-
' 

gypte, IV, p. 260 F'. 
<'I Id., p. 259 B. 
('I Id., p. 2 60 C. 

' 
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Quatrc caracleres correspondent au dehul du nom propre BEPE, el 
doivent par consequent lranscrire le nom grec signe par signe. Pour de
couvrir clans les hieroglyphes un rendu de ce genre, il faut descendre 
j usqu'a Berenice III, femme de Ptolemce XL Un de ses cartouches, re I eve on 

nc sait plus OU par Lepsius (1) , fournit la variante ( J ~ ~ ~ n .. ~;). 
Nous avons cerlainemcnt ici un exemple plus ancien de cette equation. 

Jl faut des lors poser les equivalences : 

' ~ =t 

<=> en clair 

' =~ 
La valeur de b pour f est incontestable, mais ce n'est pas en deriva

tion d'un nom de l' objet. On a etabli ailleurs (Revue a Agyptologi.e, II, 
p. 18-20. Annales, XL, p. lioo-401) que la cryptographie, tandis qu'elle 
employait les images des <lieux pour signifier leurs qualites, faisait appel, 
pour ecrire leurs no ms ' a leurs symboles. lei' en vertu de ce proce<le' 
le fetiche de Mendes, f, signifie +"" - f :'.: b; nb dd·t «le Bouc de 
Mendes», et b par acrophonie. 

Le ~ = i n'est sans doute <1u'une variante graphique de fl =I, rencon
tre plus haut (n° 2 ). Sa valeur s'explique par les m~mes raisons. 

La couronne I ne peut avoir la valeur de ~ que par acrophonie de 
son nom : ~tf C'est parce que ce signe etait presque impossible a graver 
proprement au pointille, qu'il a ete figure, de guerre lasse, sur Jes plaques 
du depot n° 1, par c1uatre traits verticaux serres les uns contre les autres. 

Transc1·iption : Blr~nig .«Berenice». 

8 . .--. ~ T }> = APnOXPATEI. 

Le .--. initial rcpresente le n du datii. 11 a cette valeur par acrophonie 
de :_: Nw·t «Nout», la deesse-ciel. lei aussi le nom de cette deesse est 
exprime par son symbole. 

(11 Id., p. 390 E. 
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Etant donne que }I vaut a lui seul pour ~rd «enfant», comme ~ 
pour S.t et 'f pour nsw, le reste du nom d'Ilarpocrate doit necessaire
ment etre lu : 

} =p, 

l' <=> jouant ici, comme plus haut, le rMe d'indicateur ecrit en clair. 
La valeur ~ = !i a deja ete relevee par Deveria ( Biblioth. egyptol., V, 

p. 7 2, n° 6) clans l'equivalence boiteuse (tl du Livre des Cavernes : ~ ~ 
~ ~ _,._J = ~ !... • ~ ~ .::_.. C f. P IANKOFF, Bulletin de l' lnstitut franrais, XLII, 
p. 5 7 et pl. LXXVIII, 2 1. Cette valeur derive sans doute par acrophonic 
de !,. 7 -1.1 !irr·t « fleur, effiorescence», le cryptographe ayant alors con
sidere le panicule de roseau pour lui-meme, et non plus comme signe 
de la vegetation. 

} 'ne peut valoir pour p que par acrophonie de * ~ r} ~; (SAND
MAN, Texts of t!te time of Akhenaten, p. 9 li , 1 5. livre des Morts, LXXVII, 1) 
« celui qui sort de l'arnfo. L'expression donne en effet la caracteristique 
du signe qui, avec ~, est le seul oisillon en usage clans les hieroglyphes. 

Transcription : n Sr-p-~rd «a Harpocrate ». 

9. ~ ~j= KATA nPOI:TArMA. 

La locution egyptienne construite avec m (en cfoir) qui conespond a 
la version grecque ne pent etre que m w<] «par ordre de». 

~ est deja connu avec la valeur de w clans la cryptographic du Livre 
de l'Am-Douat : ~ "'-- ~ = ~ "'--} (Buc1rnn, Les textes des tombes de Thout
mosis Ill et cl' Amenophis II, p. ·!J·, 13 ). C'est probablement par acrophonie 
de~ J-1.1 wnb «flour, effiorescence». 

<'l La version primitive en effet semble 

avoir ete ~ ~ ' ~ ~ .::_. , en cryptogra

phie ~ ~ ~ ~· Une faute de copiste 

ayant altere le ' en • , la transcription 
cryptographique a inlroduit un ..... ~ , 
correspondant a la nouvelle forme du 
root, au milieu de sa l e~on pins ancienne . 

• 
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Quant a j == 4, il faut bien SUi' se referer pour l'expliquer au mot 
! ~ l r1 «siege, tr6ne ( d'un dieu )», atleste pour l'epoque greco-romaine 
( Wb., V, 5 7 !1, 2 ). Sa rarete n'est pas, clans une ecriture aussi sophisti
quee, une objection a la vraisemblance de son emploi. 

Transcription : m w<] «par ordre». 

La lettre initiale Gl a la valeur w, frequente a l'epoque ptolemai'que, 
et !'equivalence .___ = p a deja ete reconnue plus haul ( n° Li). Pour oble
nir, entre ces deux termes, le nom d'Ws(i)r-{/p correspondant a "2.dp11:1m, 

il ne reste qu'a placer clans l'intervalle : 
~ = s, par acrophonie de .-~ J si; «le Sage» , epithete de Thot 

cf. BoYLAN, Tlwt, p. 103-106. 
~ =i'. Cf. n• 2. 

~ = [i, par acrophonie de {fr « Horus ». 

Transcription : Wsr-Sp «de Serapis ». 

11. J <=> _J =KAI II:l~OL 

Cf. n°' 2 et 5. 

Transcription : [ii· S·t «et d'Isis ». 

L'inscription egyptienne de ces plaques est done la traduction exacte 
du tcxte grec, moins la mention dieux Evergetes. Par contre le cartouche 
de Ptolemee IV regnant est plus developpe que celui de son predecessem 
Ptolemee III. Ces legeres differences n'affectent pas ridentite substantielle 

des deux versions. 
* 

* * 

On possede done enfin, avec ce document bilingue, un texte crypto
graphique bien etabli dont le sens est indiscutable, et qui de plus est 
contemporain des inscriptions sculptees clans les temples ptolemalques, 
auxquelles il s'apparente par plusieurs graphics: ~ = 1, '1' = n, Gl = w. 
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Les conclusions a tirer de son analyse doivent done eclairer la contro
verse qui s'est recemment elevee su1· la nature de l'ecriture elite ptole
malque et, d'une fa~on generale, sur la cryptographie plus ancienne avec 
laquelle elle est en relation. 

Ces conclusions sont les suivantes. 
L' ecriture cryptographique de ce document est artificielle et elle a un 

caractere de jeu. 
II est impossible en eff et d' expliquer autrement les aspects differents 

donnes, dans deux cartouches voisins, au nom de Ptolemee, qui est d'une 
orthographe si constante clans l'ecriture normale. 

La meme volonte d'enigme est egalement evidente clans la rnultiplicite 
de valeurs attribuee aux memes signes : 

~ = w,r,(1,s,t 

ft =l, w, (1, t 

~=i, m, s, 

aussi bien que clans la multiplicite de s1gnes exprimant les memes 
valeurs : 

i=r.Gt.-.~.~ 
!t=),f\,~,~ 
p=i, .____,} 

Ce dernier exemple fait apparaitre en plus, clans le choix des signes 
une predilection pour l'attribution de valeurs <lifferentes aux caracteres 
uniliteres qui, clans l'ecriture normale, ne pretent jamais a des confusions 
de ce genre : 

m = = • 
n=\ 

r = ~, ~ 

(t = ~ 

s = ~ 

l = ~,==-

De si nombreuses interferences de valeurs ne peuvent pas resulter de 
I' application normale d'un principe quelconque, consonantal ou autre. 

' 
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Toute ecriture honnete - je veux dire c1ui vise loyalement t1 signifier 
- les evilerait d'instinct. Meme si le principe consonantal demit aboutir 
(cc qui n'est pas) a toutes ces possibiiites de signification' le fail de ne 
pas en elaguer l'exuherance et de se servir deliberement d'un systeme 
amenant des confusions aussi inextricables supposerait, chez celui qni 
s'cn sert' une volonte de poser des enigmes. 

Mais on doit aller plus loin, et admettre que l'origine de toutes res 
valeurs est a chercher, non pas clans !'application du principe consonan
tal, mais clans l'acrophonie. 

Quatre indices clairs en sont donnes. Ce sont les equivalences : 

J = b 
r5 = g 

~=!I 

f=; 

Le fait que la valeur de ces quatre signes est la premiere articulation de 
leur lecture normale, (1tm, gm, (ir et ~ tf, vient s'ajouter aux autres con
statations deja faites dans le meme sens Ol. Leur nombre ne permet plus 

(' l Amiales, XLIU, p. 355. A celle 
lisle d'acrophonics iJ1discutables, il faul. 
ajouler les valeurs - = s et f = s, 

tirees par acrophonic de sntim « sanle
relle » el de s&m « casse-t~te ». Ces signes 
sonl employes dans Jes mots ~ - ) 
nit.~ et f 1J J ( le o etanl superpose au 
J) sgb, parfoitement visibles sur la 
pho1ographie pnbliee par M. Fairmau 
dans le Journal ef Egyptian arclweology, 
XXV, pl. XIV. l1. II y a la, en frise, 
une courte inscription enigmalique du 
temps de Ramses II, dont M. Fairman 
a bien voulu me rapporler la copie 
complete de son dernier voyage au site 
de 'Amarah, an Soudan. .l'en fis alors 

Cahier n" ~. 

le dechiffrement el le communiquai <I 
~I. Fairman, par letlre du 29 derembre 
19l1 l1 , que je lui demandai la permission 
de publier en la faisan1 suivre des obser
vations qu'il voud1·ait bien fomrnler. 
M. Fairman n'a pas cm pomoir auloriser 

la publication d'un texle apparlenant a 
I' Egypt Exploration Society, comrnandi
taire des fouilles dirigees p:ir lui ;\ 
'Amarnh. Je m'inclin!' 1levant ce scrupulc 
el me borne a ciler ici la phrase que 
lout le monde peul lire sm· la planrhe 
puLliee : nhs-sn m sdin·tt' sgb ufl· pn nji· 

~ lls reslenl eveilles d'enlendre continuel
lement le rugissemenl de cc beau dicu ~ . 

8 
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<le decreter fJUe c'esl u11 effel du hasard, ni <p1'il foul necessairemenl 

forge1· une autre explication. 
Lin second fait crucial est fourni par l'existence des concordances : 

Le nombre en effet de mots commen~ant par crs articulations est fort 
restreint et ii est plus facile qu'ayec d'autres initiales d'en trouver !'expli

cation adequate. Or celle-ci ne peut pas ~tre fournie par le principe 

consonantal. L'acrophonie au contraire les explique parfaitemenl. 

Ce sera du reste, hon gre mal gre, le destin de celte publication <1uc 

de srrvir de pierre de touche aux deux theses en conflit. J'avoue ne pas 

parvcnir a expliquer par le principe consonantal la plupart des valeurs 

indiscutables fournies pai· ce document bilingue, mais ii se peut que 

d'autres, plus clairvoyants que moi, moins prevenus par leurs recherches 

anterieures, OU plus desireux d'aboutir, y reussissent. Dans tousles cas, 

ce texte, exhume par M. Rowe au moment le plus aigu de la controverse, 

va permettrc aux egyptologues de decider, pieces en mains, quelle est, 

des deux explications avancees sur la nature de la cryptographie egyptienne 

et, par 1•oie de conse<1uence, sur l'origine des signes dits ptolema:iques -

procede acrophonique ou principe consonantal? - celle qui est en faillite. 

La question se pose enfin de savoir quel mobile a determine la redac

tion en cryptographic de la partie egyptienne de ce document bilingue, 

<les1ine a resler etemellement enfoui sous tene. II ne peut s'agir commr 

dans d'au tre8 cas, ni d'indiscretion a conjurer p uisque le texte grcc est 

explicite' ni de lecture a provoquer par l'interet de jeux graphic1ues ine

dits. Line seule explication semhle plausible: Ptolemee IV a voulu flue son 

inscription dedicatoire flit redigee clans l'ecriturc la plus noble, la plus 

prisee des scribes de SOD temps, celle qui etait a leurs yeux le llt:C plus 
ultra de la science des hieroglyphes et dont ils aimaient faire passer de 

temps en temps les lrouvailles, pour la rchausser, clans l'ecri Lure ordi

naire : l' ecriture par enigmes. 

Etienne DRIOTON. 
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